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ABSTRACI:

This study exploreci the role ofaddt education in the adaptation process of
selected Somali renigees who had settied in Winnipeg, Maoitoba between 1985 and 1995.

The purpose of the study was to gain insight into the foflowing four questions:
1.

What do selected Somali refbgees in Wdpeg

2.

What education experiences do seleaed Somali refiigees ident* as important to

identify as their adaptation needs?

theu adaptation?
3.

What obstacles to education have selected Somali reftgees encountered and how
have they deait with them?

4.

How helpfd do selected Somali refugees in Winnipeg f e l that the? educatioa
experience has been in meeting their adaptation needs?

To explore these questions in depth, the researcher conducteci inteniews with selected

Somali refbgees. The data £iomthe inte~ewswas aaaiyzed fiom a qualitative research
approach, and trianguiated with a literature review and the researcher's invoIvement wirh
the Somali communityunity

The findings of the study indicated that n o n - f o d Iearning experiences were more
benenciai to selected S o d s ' adaptation to the new culture than were their forniai

leamhg experiences. However, participants also identifieci several areas in which they
desired support for educational opportunities. These included: training in English which
extend beyond the achievement ofbasic SUNivai skiils, and which also offered English
classes in the workplace; employment programs that provided the students with the

opportunity to obtain 'handssn' experience; f d y life classes and legal information

which addresseci the different dtural d u e s between Canadian and Somali societies; a

women's support group; and commuaity-operated prwentative programs. The fkdings

also sugestecl that the Citizenship and Tmmi0grationcould do more to £ÛEU its
comimtment to the successfid r d e m e n t ofrefiigees. The study also provideci insights
ftom Somali participants about cultufal, politid, social, educational, and retigious issues,

as weii as about famiiy üfe and gender relations in their culture.
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CHAPTERI

BACKGROUND TO STUDY

The amval of Somaü refûgees in Canada is a relatively recent phenornenon
Between the yean 19854992 Somalia has ranked first among refugee claims made in
Canada by M c a n countries (Citkenship & immigation Canada, 1994). In the years
1991, 1993, and 1994, Somali had the second highest aumber ail refugee claimaots to

Canada (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1994, p. 3 1). Since 1989,

approlemately 19,000 Somalis have entered Canada claiming rehgee natus. Refbgee
c l a h , as defïned by Citizenship & Immigration, refer to those individuals who have

claimed refbgee status upon &ai

in Canada

Refùgees are people fleeing persecution and seeking Canada's
protection, spoasored by the government, private groups, or who have
claimed refiisee status upon arriva1 and whose clairns have been
determhed to be valid (Citizenship & Immigration, 1994).

In addition to those Somalis entering Canada as refirgee claimants, since 1985, another
20,000 Somalis have entered Canada as landed immigrants. in the case of Somali

immigrants, this means that they apptied to immigrate to Canada fiom a country of
asylum, moa ofken Kenya or Ethiopia, where they may have been living in refbgee

camps. It is important to note that although these Uidividuals do not fit the legd

definition of'refugeel,most of the Somali immigrants are refbgees in the common
understanding of the texm, described succinctiy by Rogge (1987) as persons who have
fled their homelands and sought renige elsewhere because of perceived threats to their
weU-being. The term 'renigee1in this study reflects Rogge's definition. (nie

signincance of the distinction between refùgee and irnm0grant,as well as the difficulties
associateci Ï n m a h g the distinctions,will be discussed later in the thesis.)

A smaii nimber of the total S o d population in Canada bas settied in
Manitoba (approximately 0.25 percent in constrast to the 39 percent of Somaü

refiigees who have settled in Ontario). Berneen 1985 and 1995, approxhately 98
Somalis took up residence in Wianipeg; 90 entered Canada as landed immigrants and
8 entered Canada as refbgee claimants. This study explores the adaptation process of

Somali refbgees in Winaipes (which includes Somalis who have settled in Winnipeg
either as landed immigrants or as refugee clairnants) and, in particdar, examines the
role of adult education in the adaptation process. The research questions are:
1.

What do selected Somali refigees in Winnipeg identifjr as their adaptation

needs?
2.

What education experiences do selected Somali refugees identify as important

to their adaptation?
3. -

What obstacles to education have selected Somaü refiigees encountered and

how have they dealt with them?
4.

How helpfbl do selected Somali refigees in Wuuiipeg feel that their education
experience has been in meeting their adaptation needs?

Although multicuituraljsm is not the critical focus of this research, an underlying

assumption of the study is that adaptation of new euuiic groups in Canada extends
beyond the newcomer to the wider society, which, in the author's view, has an
obligation to learn about new ethnic communities in Canada
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Before tuniing to the research questions, it k useni1 to briefly exptore some
background questions in order to provide a context in which to undemand the
adaptation process of Somali rdbgees in WiLI1Upeg- What, then, are the circumstances
that have led Somaüs to Canada? What are the major ciifferences between Somali
culture and Canadian culture?

Sornaiia

This section provides a briefove~ewof some ofthe social, political, cultural
and economic fbcton in Somaiia Excerpts 60m the research data in Chapter 5 wiii
offer deeper insights into the issues raised below.

Somalia, located Ïn the Hom of &ca,

covers approximateIy 246,000 square

miles and has a population of approximately 8 d o n . Unlike other Afrcan counaies
south of the Sahara, Somalis share a comrnon culture and language, they believe in the
same religion, and belong to the same ethnic group. However, aithough Somalis share
a cornmon culture, within this culture there exkts a grrat range of diversity among

clans and regions The clan-fdy system, traditionally, was the basis of Somaii

society and provided a source of internai soiidarity and extemal division. Aithou& a
numbet ofe x t e d fàctors have played a significant role in exasperating tensions in

Somalia, currently the distortion of the traditional meaning of clan identity and loyalty

has had tragic coasequences for S o d s .
Kinship groups are based on two founding ancestors and are traced through
male lines. Six major clan-families have originated from the founding ancestors; four
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families, the Daarood, Dit, Hawiyya, and ïsaqq CO-tut about 75 percent of the
countty's population, and are primarüy nom the northem pastoral regions of Somalia

The Di@ and Raban*

fimilies are prharily agricuLturaUy based in southem

Somalia However, the matter of clan identity and loyalty is cornplex Subslans,
d a g e alliances, regiodsm, and economic concems aii play a role ia clan identiq
and loyalty. Traditionally, kinship patterns were x, centrai to Somali culture that moa

Somalis could descnie their geneaiogy as fm back as twenty generations (Cassaneili,
1982). Although kinship patterns continue to play an important role, the clan system

has eroded and today many Somalis are hmiliar with their geneology as f
a back as six

or eight generations. Figure 1 illustrates the regions that diEerent clans occupy in
Somalia However, the regions are not exclusively populated by any one clan.
Pastoralism is central to the culturai and economic life of Somaiia Two-thirds

ofthe population is engaged in pastoralism as their economic occupation In nomadic,
pastoral society, the inter-dependence of clans and sub-clans was criticai to survivai.

-

Clan loyalties provided protection for the highly vaiued livestock camels, horses,

-

sheep, and goats agaïnst thefi and disease. Drysdale (1994) provided some insi&
into the questions that are pertinent for a Somali pastoraiist.
An elder, for instance, in aa ali-male wmadic encampment, together
with bis sons and nephews, one-hudred kïlometres fiom their home
weils perhaps, wodd forever be juggling with variables that wouid
determine profi or los, We or death. The question might be asked: 1s
it tirne to break camp? Do the camels need salt grazing? Was a
stranger who passed by yesterday fiend or foe? Are enexnies about to
strike? Should elden be consulteci? Have the sheep been marketed for
export? Are prices fiivourable to repay debts to merchant-crediton in

the city?Are there enough d s , ewes and goats to sustain a W
with miik through the dry season? (p. 101)

y

Although the identification with and reliance on clan play a less signincant role
in the southem, h a n centres of Somaiia,the d k t y net of interdependence does
continue tlnough the multi-occupation system developed among extended fdmilies

within Somaiia
and abroad. The exchange of pastoral products for connimer goods, or credit with
urban farnily members is essential. In the 1st two decades, many Somalis have found

work in the Gulf States where they eam high wages. According to Drysdale (1994),

these h d s are entrusted to clan brokers who deliver the earnings to thek famiIies in

A combination of dan, politicai, and economic fkctors traditioaaliy played a

key role in -age.

Traditionally, Somali mamages were arranged by clans. Upon

marriage, a woman does not change ber famiiy name to her husband's. She retains her

father's name and hû clan identity aud, at the same the, is expected to support her
husband's clan. The potentiai bride must corne fiom a dan that is worthy of the

husband - and her worthiness is associated with the husband's clan's perception of the
bride's mie. Although praaiced less fkequently now, depending on education, region,
and clan perspectives, ananged marnages continue today. Somalis are Suani M u s h

and th& interpretation of the Qu'ran supports polygarny, so long as the husband is
able to provide for each of the fimilies equitably. In practice, this

Figure 1.

Distribution of Somali clan-families in Somaiia

Reprinted fiom L.Cassanefi (1982). The shapinu of Somali society. Philadelphia :PA,
University of Pennsy lvania Press.
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provision is difEidt to achim. The practice of polygamy k
m decreased signincantiy

in the last two generatioas of Somaüs.
Motbers are prïxnariiy responsible for younger chiidren and @s,

fathen for

boys when they are over the age ofeight. "Traditionaliy,Somali cbiidren do not talk

back to or show anger towards parents and elders. Family ties are never cut, and

chiidren and datives cannot be disowmd"(Opoku-Dapaah, 1995, p. 15).
Traditionaüy, o d y boys attended school in Somalia, but in the l a s thirty years

or so girls have also attended. Yet, more than twice as many boys as girls are enrolled
in school. Primary school consists of eight grades and is compulsory. High school

takes four years d is optionai. The school year lasts six months Somali became the
officiai 1angu;rge of education in 1972 when the government adopted the Roman
alphabet as the official writing system for the language. Most students in high school,
especiaiiy those who attended before 1972, also leam English, Italian, and Arabic.

Arabic is the second laquage of many Somalis, and is taught in schools as part of

Islamic instruction,

The combined forces of urbanization and industn'alization have effected the

social and econornic hmework of Somaiia Many people have re-located from mal
areas and moved to the urban centres, such as Mogadishu, Hargesia, and Baidoa

Urbanlled pastoralists who have re-located to the city work in the anned forces and in
cornmercial enterprise. Women make up oae-third of the labour force and many are
independent business ownen. The country is heavily dependent on extemal aid and
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loans, and by 1987 its foreign debt repayments were estimateci to be between 120 and
130 percent of totai export earnjngs (Opoku-Dapaab, 1995).

Politid Events Preci~itatinaMigration From Somalia
Prior to colonization, the politicai structure of S o d a was based on

paailllieally traced kinship. Kinship and Isiamic law established the bais for decisionmaking- Accordimg to Samatar (1994) pre-colonial kinship was composed of two
p ~ c i p l eelements: (1) blood ties that referred to shared identity through male Iineage
and to a lesser extent, marriage ties; and (2) a general legai and social code that

guided conduct in intra- and interkin relations (p. 109). Aithough feuding,
cornpetition over Limiteci resources, and gender inequalities were not uncornmon

characteristics of precoloniai Sornalia, sustainable social institutions and political

-

-

o r g h t i o n did hctioa Social noms and Iaws caiied Xeer reguiated civil society

and ensured politicai stability. The role of Xeer was to identiQ the poltical
responsibilities of the inter- and intra-clans who collaborieci socially and economicdy

to share certain labour, to defend or extend grazing areas, and to redistribute basic
subsistence to individuais in need.

In this contexî, the Xeer kinship system served boul as a cohesive and
divisive factor, depending on the dictates of the ptevaiiing social,
political, and economic relations of the society, ie. whether they were
antagonistic or cooperative. The nature of these relationships were
largely moderateci by the Xeer between the dinerent groups
(Mohamed, 1994).

In the past century, Somalia bas been twice partitioned - first during the late
nineteenth century scramble for Anica, and again after the collapse in 1941 of
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Mussolini's East Afiican Empire. The redt of the partitionhg has created a legacy of
border disputes in Somalia As trade and commme wae innoduced into Somalia, the

oid moral order began to dissolve. Social differentiation became more prominent with

the estabfishment ofregional trade and urban centres. The foliowing outlines the key
politicai events sime S o d a Independence in 1960 which pmipitated the migration
of Somali people to Caaada.

Much of the histoncai writing on Somaha has beea written nom the
perspective of those with a vested interest in the colonization of Somalia Since 1970,

however, Somaii historians have documented their counay's stmggle agaùia European

and Ethiopian colonization. Tnese historkiis smphasize b a t the moa discernible
elements of the colonial impact was that Somalia was divided into five colonies; two
for Britain, one for France,one for Italy and one for Ethiopia; and that a tenacious

Somali resistance emerged (Samatar, 1994). Where colonial interpretations of Somaii
histoiy undeniably misrepresent the expenences of the Somali people, a nationalist
perspective that seeks poiiticai unity rnay fd to integrate the distinct and subtle

regional differences amongst Somalis.

The period between 1940-60 marked a significant landmark in Somaii history
and cufturai devetopment. The nationaiist movement, headed by Mohaxned Abdilie
Hassan, stnngthened political awareness and broadened kin loyalties to a Pan-Soma

nationalism. The Somaii Youth League in Southem Somalia, and the Somali National

League in the North, as weli as other independence groups, spearheaded efforts
towards ending coloniaiism in British Somaliland and the Italian tnisteeship of
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Southern Somaü. On July 1. 1960, these two Somali territories fonned a democratic
government and becorne the new Somali Republic. Still three groups of Somalis,
those in Kenya, Dij'bouti, and Ethiopia were separated by old colonial borders. The
interpretation of the new coliective identity was a complicated matter; for some the

new state was the opportunity to reassert traditional values and identiv (although the
modem worid was a different one f?omthe one in which traditional values had
fiinctioned); for others the new identity meant acquiring powers and wordly goods that

had beea denied by coloniaiism Northem Somalis felt that they did not have fàk
representation in the new democratic govemment. * By the end of the 1960s, poor
cidian leadership*economic difficuities in the face of a growing population, regional
and tribal antag~nisms~
and an openiy compt government resulted in a military
takeover.

In 1969 the Suprerne Revolutionary Cound (SRC) headed by Mahammad
Siyaad Bane assumed control of the Somali govemment. Through govenüng by

'scientific socialism' Barre and his government pledged to guarantee everyone the nght
to woric, strengthen principles of sociai justice, stimulate economic growth, establish

orthography for the Somali laquage, clem up compt behavior, elimiriate 'trii'balism',

and wndua fiee and impartial electiom at a suitable time (Samatas* 1994). Although
the fkt few years of the SRC saw a reawakening of pride for Somalis,through the

development of literacy, language, and new schools, serious problems were

developing. The SRC declared itsetf the sole authonty and silenced, oAen by public
shooting, any dissent. By the t h e the Somali-Ethiopian war o c m e d in 1977,
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Siyaard Barre's leadership was identified with abusive power, fear, clan favoritism,
intimidation. a& disregard for any fonn oflaw and due process. Somalia's defeat in

the wat with Ethiopia delivered a massive blow to the dreams of nationaiïsm.
Su&~g
the effeas ofdeféat in the war and the accompanyingnational

hudation, a troubled economy, and a comipt goverment, Som& politics tumed
inward and clashes between the regime and resistance raged until Barre was
overthrown on January 27, 1991. With no central authority, Somalian politics shified
inwards and several clanistic (and inter-clanistic)organizations smiggled to gain

power (Lyons, 1994). A year later the Somalian National Movement declared
northern Somalia an independent state, called Somaliland, critically danzighg the

agenda for a Gr-

Somalia Somaliland is not recognized by the United Nations.

The trauma ofthe violence nom the civil war was compounded by drought, depleting
agriculture and herding, which were Somalis' primarüy ways of Me. In Indy 1992 the

United National Security Council adopted a resolution to stabilue the situation in
Somalia In January 1993 a cease-fire was announced by the United Nations and U.S.
troops were sent into Somalia to maintain peace. In October of the same year,
eighteen Amencan soldiers were killed and 75 were wounded by the forces of a

Somali war lord, Generai Aideed, when Amencan soldiers attempted to capture him.

The U.S. decided to withdraw its troops fiom Somalia.
Scholan, political analysts, and Somalis all have difliculty understanding the
complexities that are responsible for the Somali tragedy. Diysdale (1994) suggested
that the slow response of the United Nations, and, later, the UN'S "iu advised pursuit

of the doctrine of peace enforcement" contributed to the disaster (p. 2). Lewis (1988)
suggested that unresolved regionai conflicts which were unresolved at Independence
conmiuted to the conflict.
British exclusiveness and empiricûm, the accent on quality rather than
quantity in educational and social advancement, attachment to British
concepts ofjustice and ide& of administrativeconduct, and the strict
separation of politics from administration, all contrasted in northern
eyes with the apparentiy less rigorous standards of politicai and public
senice morality in the south and with the involute Italian bureauctatic
tradition ... Shortly afler the flush of patriotic enthusiasm which marked
independence and union had abated, a certain disenchantment beuune
apparent in the north. lhat the no& shouid take the initiative in
questionhg the value of the union requîre iittIe explanation. The north
had s a d e d more than the south. The south, with the capital and
National Assembly at Mogadishu, was still the hub of affairs; but fiom
its former position as the capital of a smd state Hargeisa had deched
to a mere provincial headquarters remote from the centre of thhgs ...
northem pride found it hard to stomach this nduction in prestige (p.
132).

Campagnon (1992) pointed to the "lack of far-sighted leadership and political

planrillrg" as crucial factors in the Somali crisis (p. 8). He also attnbuted Barre's

regime which, over his twenty-two years as President, changed fiom one of
bureaucratie authoritarian nile-in the early 19705, towards personai mie and

manipulation of clan rivalries in the 1980s, and eventually into a corrupt form
Samatar (1994) claimed that the superpowers, who supported d i r e n t regions by

suppfyhg them with anns, contributed to the tragedy. Kapteijns (1994) pointed to

clan hatreds, and questioned the arbritrary construction of clan identity She claùned
that the phenornenon of clan identity had been "forged by Somalis in theu interaction

with each other and the colonial and postindependence States in the context of

patriarchy and the capitalia world economy" (p. 15). Still others pointed to the
Somali people who, in 1989, abandoned a dernocratic governent and supported

Barre's dictatorship of "scientific socialism"(Moceilin, personal interview, August 22,
1996).

AU of these reasons (and undoubtedly many others) have convibuted to the
tragedy in SomaLia The r d t s , however, are less ambiguous. Samatar (1994) noted

that:
1.

350,000 have died since the inception of fiil-scde civil war in 1988

2.

25 percent of children under the age offive have died, and 80 percent of those

alive are d e r i n g from malnutrition
3.

70 percent of Somalis are surviving on emergency assistance

4.

Ahnost 2 million have been displaced internally

5.

80 percent o f d social services, including schools and hospitals, are non

operational
6.

3040 percent of hestock have been Iost

7.

social and political institutions have been shattered

8.

without fond govemment, widespread banditry and the proueration of
weapons have terrorized the country (Samatar, 1994, p. 3)

9.

the c i d war and tamine have resulted in one million refis-;

most of whom

fled to neighbouring wuntries. According to the United Nations High
Commission on Refugees (UNHCR), approximately 400,000 Somali refbgee
fled to Ethio~iain 1992, another 320.000 to Kenya. and 85.000 to Diibouti,
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Another 250,000 refiigees relocated in Asia, Europe and North Amenca. In
addition, about two million people were intemally displaced (UNHCR, 1993).

The Somaii Cornmunitg in Winnipeg

This section provides an o v e ~ e w
of Somali migration to Canada,and a profile
of the Somaü comrnunity in Winnipeg. Many of the themes taken up in this profle

will be expanded on in the research findingo.
Since 1989, thousands of refugees fiom Somalia have entered Canada (Tables
1 and 2). Determinhg the accurate number of Somali refigees in Canada is a difticult

endeavour. Figures used by Statistics Canada indicate that 20,000 Somali refûgees
have entered Canada,however, settlement agencies believe that this figure is low.

Somali Associations in Toronto report that 120,000 Somalis reside in Canada and that
approximately 60,000 have settled in Toronto, 30,000 in Montreal, and 25,000 in

Ottawa, Based on field studies, OpokuDapaah (1995) estimates that 25,000 Somalis
have entered Canada since 1991 (personal communication, March 1, 1996.).

Approxirnately 90 Somalis, or 40 felies, have settled in Wuuiipeg. In exploring the

Somali community, it is important to recognize that a range of ideological and political
perspectives exist among the reftgees, which have developed dong clan and regional

lines in their traditional culture.

Prior to 1991, there were only about 20 Somalis residing in Winnipeg. M e r
the f
d of the Barre govemment in Somalia in 1989, Somalis migrated to Kenya,
Djibouti, Ethiopia, the United States, Europe, and Canada Somali refiigees came to

Wuuiipeg as Convention refûgees, or through private sponsorship, applying for
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relocation f?om their country ofasylum, o h fiom refirgee camps. In these cases the
Somaü refugees are categorized by Citizenship and Immigration as landed immigrants.
Some Somalis who were living (ofken studying) outside of S o d a pnor to 1989, also
appiied to Canada as independent landed immigrants. The breakdown of Somali

arrivais by gender in both the immigration and convention refugee class is illustrated in
Table 3. The Somali refiigees in Winnipeg are fIom both nual and urban areas in

Somalia In considering the adaptation of Somali reftgees in Wmlpeg, it is very
important to keep in mind that it is a new, and srnali, community, which has not yet

achieved the numbers or level of organitation necessary in attracting the interest of
government.

The age distriiutiionof Somali reftsees in Whpeg is much more limited in its
range than in the general Canadian population. Most are under 45 years of age with
the largest group being 25-29 yem of age. Approxhately one-third are under 19

years. A few of the single adults are enroiied at the University of Winnipeg and one
married Somali male also attends the University of Winnipeg. About 80 percent of the

population are marrieci and h e in nuclear families consisting of spouses and children.
Unlike the social structure in Somalia where members of the extended family share

accommodations and f d y responsibilities (particularly in the rural regions), ody one
Somali famiy in Wuiapeg lives with members of their extended family. As Somalis in

Wionipeg become more established, they may be able to assist
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their relatives to enter Canada in the fùîtue, however, the requirement to guarantee
sporwrship of relatives b r ten years is an uxuealistic ambition for Somali refûgees at
this thee
Four Somali families live at the Immigrant and Refiigee Community
Organization of Manitoba (IRCOM)a p m e n t complex. IRCOM House was
estabüshed in 1991 as transîtional housing for newcomers. It is significant in that it
crosses ethnic boudaries and places an emphasis on cooperation arnong ethnic groups
residing in the complex, while providimg social, recreational, and educational
programs. Initialiy, residents would stay for a period of one year in which time
support and direction was made avdable to help them adjust to theu new dture,
however, most residents now continue to live at IRCOM weU beyond one year Other

Somalis in Wuinipeg live in apartments in the downtown area on Langside, Edmonton,
and Donald Streets whkh are often shared by two or three adults.
Somali refugees in Winnipeg have a variety of educational backgrounds, but

most have semndary education or less (Table 4). Somali women have less education
than men. Schooling in Somalia is compulsory for eight yean (elementary and

intermediate). High school is optionai, and more males attend than femdes. In
addition to the Somali language, many speak Arabic and Italian The Somali language

is most fiequently spokea at home.

The lack of proficiency in English is a major h d e for Somalis in their
adaptation to Manitoba Approxhately onethird of S o d refbgees in Winnipeg
knew some English before they anived in Canada, and, to my knowledge, only one

Somali in WÛmipeg speaks French. Gender and education levels appear to be
important fkctors in participation in Ew programs- English is a requirement in

secondary schwl in Somalia, and since more d e s attain this level than fernaes, more
men are proficient in English than are women In a study of the Somali community in
Toronto, Opoku-Dapaah (1995) reportai that just over ûalfof Somalis in Toronto

have some proficiency in English, while 48 percent either speak it with difEicuity, or
have no proficiency in it whatsoever- SÙay-one percent of males reported some
proficiency in English compared with only 40 percent of fernales. Women are also less
likely than men to attend language programs for avariety of reasons. As men are

perceived to be the 'primary breadwinners', they are encouraged to attend classes
whereas women often are not. In some cases, cultural barriers prevent women fiom

participating and in othen, their responsiiities for children make their attendance
diflicult. Transportation and child care limit women's participation in language
programs.

Most Somalis in Wdpeg have participated in ESL programs wtiich include
Communîty Based Literacy Training, the Addt ESL Program through the Winnipeg

School Division No. 1, and the ESL Program at Red River Cornmunity CoUege.
Individuals who complete English training prognuns usudy do so within the first two

years ofthe5 amvai in Canada Many drop out when entry-level jobs become

avaiiable. However, since most of employed Somalis work for small businesses. they
have not been able to take advantage of language proficiency programs offered by the

73
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government and, typically, largcr businesses, that are directed towards occupational

adaptationSpecific figures about the aaployment status of Somalis in W ~ p e could
g
not
be obtained through either the Manitoba Department of Labor or the Department or

Cultwe, Heritage and Citizenship. However, unemployment is a serious concern
within the Somali commumty. At least halfof Somaü refbgees in Winnipeg are

unemployed. This corresponds with the 56% unemployment rate of Somalis in
Toronto (Opoku-Dapaah, 1995). Very few women work outside ofthe home. The

men are employed as taxi drivers (three brothers own a cab), laborers, and service
providers. Average annuai incornes are estimated at $10,000 per year. Their previous
occupations in Somalia Licluded the rnilitary, management, banking, and administrative
positions. Conseqyently, in addition to a high rate ofunemployment, those who are

holding jobs are underemployed, that is, not working in positions for which they have
b e n trained.

Members of the Somali community in Winnipeg have established a Somali
Association of Manitoba The organization is just geniag starteci, and is experiencing
a number of potitical tensions Much of the tension relates to the poiitics in Somaiia as
weil as to diflferent ideologicai positions towards adaptation. The Association is open

to both men and women, however, t is pnmarily a male-attended organization.
Agcncies Providing S e m c a to Refugees in Winnipeg
A number of Winnipeg agencies provide seMces to refiigees in Wuinpeg. The

-

Citizenship and Immigration Settlement Unit is responsible for admitting refûgees
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and providing adjutment assistance to them for up to one year. They also provide

fhding to non-govemment agencies that as&

in refigee resettiement. Tbe provincial

governmenf through the Citkenship Divisioa, also plays a signincant role in providing

support for refùgees, such as language programs for housebound women and senion.
They also assist refùgees in establishuig education equivalencycyA number of nongovemment organizatioas also provide settlement s e ~ c e s .Citizenship Cound of
Manitoba Inc. (fonnerly the International Centre and the Manitoba Interfath

Imrnigratioa Council) provides initial settlement services, a host program, and shorttenn accommodation. In addition, Planned Parenthood, the Immigrant Women's
Association of Manitoba, and the Immigrant Women's Employment Coumehg
Service provide seMces to refbgees and immigrants.
Statement of Problem

Significant merences between Somali culture and Canadian culture suggest
that Soxnaiis' process of adaptation is particuiarly qhallenging. In a research study of
the Somali community in Toronto, Opoku-Dapaah (1995) found that the Limited
exposure of some Somalis to advanced technology and the English language have

impeded their participation in socio-economic activities. Yet, Somalis who have

aquired academic qualifications and professional skiils have been unsuccessfiil in
utilizllig these ac«>mplishmentsfor their social and economic progress in Canada.

CBC's Newsmaghe (August 22, 1994) domented serious racial tensions occuring

in the Dixon Road area of Toronto, where the number of Somali refbgees now
exceeds the number of Anglo-Canadian residents. Other factors that have slowed

integration hclude the post-traumatic symptoms of the effècts of violence that

precipitated their departure ftom their bmeland.
A variety ofstudies on the ovedi adaptation and resettlement of dinerent

ethnic groups in Wùimpeg have been conduaed. Nyakabwa (1989) developed a
~urveyto research the Jocioeconornic adaptation of Afiican refusees to Canada.

Yoon (1983) studied the problems of adjustment of female Korean gament workers in
W h p e g . Hutton (1993) studied the patterns and prediaors of refiigee adjustment of
Ethiopians, Laotians, Vietnamese, Sahadoreans and Chiieans in Winnipeg. AU of
these studks were conducted using a quantitative approach to inqujr. Aithough the
fiterature on refùgee resettlement is growing, there is a need for research that

represents the rehgee's perceptions (Robinson, 1990). In this vein, Hi@

(1992)

conducted a qualitative study into the perceptions of successtiil adaptation of

Vietnamese men in Winnipeg, and developed a conceptual mode1 of resettlement.
Relative to other ethnic groups in Canada, Iittle is known about Somali
refugees, and about the particuiar challenges that they confront in adapating to

Canadian culture. In addition, research that explores the S i between reftgee studies

and adult education has not been conducted. This qualitative study explores the role
ofaduit educatioa programs in the adaptation process of a relatively new ethnic
community in Winnipeg, Somali refigees, fiom the perspective of selected Somalis.

The research questions are:
1.

What do selected Somali refugees in Winnipeg identm as their adaptation

needs?
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2.

What education experiences do selected Somali refugees identify as important

to theu adaptation?
3.

What obstacles to education have sdected Somali refiigees encountered and
how have they dealt with them?

4.

How helpfiil do seiected Somali refùgees in Winnipeg feet that their education
experience has been in meeting their adaptation needs?

The Somali addt population was selected as the focus ofthis study for several
reasons. The mail population of Somalis in Wdpeg

enabled the researcher to have

access to almost al1 ofthe total population, thus obtaining a comprehensive
understanding ofthe commUNty. Somalis in Wtnnipeg participate in a variety of adult
education programs which include ESL courses, secondm education, college, and
University programs. Further, the literature on resettiement and adaptation
emphasizes the important mle of maintahhg links with other rnembers ofthe refbgee's

ethnic group. Alexander (1969) obserwd that groups ofsimilar others provide "the
newcomers with at least one famibar reference point in an otherwise mange society"
@. 72). David (1969) further noted that a cornmunity may serve as both a b a e r and a

bridge between the old and new cultures, allowing the refùgee "to reflect on the

novelty of new expaiences and to regain the inner security and seKrespect so
essential to e f f d v e continuation of normal life processes" @. 37). Local studies on
larger ethnic groups, such as Efitreans and Southeast Asians have been conducted

which confirni the importance of cornmunity (Higgitt, 1992; Hutton, 1993). This

research is interested in exploring how a new group that f o m a vexy s m d community
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adapts to a different culture, particularly in Light of the fact that Somalis have
experienced deep internai divisions. Finaiiy, the Somali group was selected because

the researcher was invoIved in a local resettlement program on a volunteer basis, and
was f d a r with some members of the Somali community.
Delimitations of the Study

The scope of this study is to explore the role ofadult education programs in
the adaptation process of aduit Somali refiigees in W i p e g . For this purpose,
information wili be sought about the participants' educational background, educational
pursuits, access to educationai counselling, participation in educational programs, and

problems encountered in the course of educational pursuits. In addition, educationrelated issues of language, employment, social integration, community organization,
and racism and prejudice will be exploreci at the level of individual adaptation. Larger
questions pertaining to the structure of Canadian society wiii not be dealt with

spedicdy in this study. Relatedy, poticy issues on Unmigration will not be
specincaiiy addresseci by this study. Although one Somali resides in a rural area of
Manitoba, the study will be lirnited to the city of WLnnipeg. The education of children

is not within the scope of this study.

Sigaificance o f Study
This study contributes to the fields of refiigee studies and adult education. It is
signifiant for local organizations providing seMces to refùgees. The International
Centre, Canadian Mental Health Association, the Immigrant Women's Association,
Employment Projects for Women, and the Immigrant and Refugee Community
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Organization of Manitoba are examples of organiliitions that will benefit from a midy

of the S o d population in Whpeg.

Educationd Institutions that offer Ianguage

programs to refbgees, including WtIlIilpeg Schwl Division No. 1 Adult ESL Program,

The Addt Education Centre, Women's Employment Centre, Community Based
Literacy Program, Red River Comrnunity College, WU also benefit from this study. It

is dso important to govemment immigration departments who, in part, select rehgees
on their ability to adapt to Canadian culture. The study will be helpfùl for the
developrnent of orientation and settiement programaiing . The saidy is also useful in

multicuiturai education for explorhg the diversity of an ethnic group in Canada It is

hoped that the study will benefit the somali community by illuminating some of the

issues that they face in adaptation. Finaüy, the study is signincant for the knowledge
and understanding it c m provide about a relativeiy new ethnic group in Canada

Definitions

-

Adult duution Aduit education may be broadiy dehed as the learning endeavoun

undertaken by a person over the age ofeighteen years. This study will focus on those
learning endeavours that occur in formal or community education contexts.

-

Adaptation in this study adaptation is equated with weU-being and consists of three
dimensions; psycho-social, economic, and political (Canadian Council on Social
Development, 1984). Education is considered to be a key factor in each of these
dllnensions (please refer to p. 46 in Literature Review for fiirther details).

-

Immigrant a person who settles as a permanent resident and has not become a

Canadian citizen (Citizemhip and Immigration, 1994).

-

Refugee in this study a refbgee is broadly defined as a person who has fled their
homeland and sought refuge elsewhere because of perceived threats to their weH-being
(RoggeS1987). This definition is broader than the legal dennition, however, it
suggests a cornmon understanding of the tem.

The legal definition of the term has

been adopted frorn the United Nations Grneva Convention. A Convention Refugee
is any person who, by reason of a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or political political
opinion, is unable to return to their country. in legal terms- a nfugee claimant is a
person who has arrived in Canada and who requests refûgee status. If the person is
found to be a Convention refùgee, he or she may then apply for permanent residence.

-

Settiement the process by which a newcomer to Canada acquires skilis and

knowiedge to participate in Canadian society.

CHAPTER 2
REFUGEE STUDIES AND INVOLUNTARY MIGRATION TO CANADA
Refugee Studies

This section considers the global nature of migration and distin~uishesbetween
immigrants and refiigees. Such an overview is helpnil in establishing a context in
which to consider Somali migration to Canada
Throughout history, natural disasters, politid, economic, social and religious
pressures, have forced people to teave their homes and seek refuge elsewhere. In the
twentieth centtq as many as 140 million peuple have been forced to relocate

primarily fiom Eumpe, M c a , Asia, the Middle East, and Latin Amenca (HarrellBond, 1988). Usually these movements were understood as temporary events which

would dissolve when disorders were resolved. An increased international perspective
in recent tirnes has rneant that we have begun to recognize the significance of
involuntary migration as an enduring part of our enwonment (Marx, 1990).

In 1951 the Office of the United Nation High Commission for Refûgees
(UNHCR) was estabiished with the mandate of protecting and assisting refùgees
throughout the world. According to this Commission (United Nations, 1993), there
are more than 23 million legdly recognized refùgees in the world today, displaced by

forces beyond their control.

Receatly refùgee resettlement has been recognized as an independent field of
study. Traditionally, research about refugees was situated within immigrant and ethnic
studies which did not distinguish between voluntary and involuntary migrants.

Refiigee shidies focus specincally on involuntary migrants, most of whom corne corn
developing countries.

Although vo1~1ta1-yand involuntary migrants share common expenences, the
fiterature on refige resettlement argues that thae are important differences between

refiigees and immigrants. Most immigrants voluntarily leave their homelands to seek a
better We. Refiigees, however, are persons who have fled their homelands and sought
refùge elsewhere because of perceived threats to their weil-being (Rogge, 1987).
According to Kunz (1973; 198 I), the uniqueness of the refbgee is primarily a function
of hawig been "pushed" to flee; "Itis the reluaance to uproot oneselfand the absence
of positive original motivation to settle elsewhere which characterises the refùgee from
voluntary migrants"(1973, p. 120).
Traumatic events, such as poiitical upheaval, ideological disparagement, or fear
of death, usuaiiy precipitate refùgee movements. Migration is usually hasty and
difficdt. Most rehgees do not have the opportunity to choose their destination and

are unaware of their destination when they depart their homeland. Ofien they are

unable to bring with them any material resources or personal belongings. They leave
behind f d y and fnends who they may never see again, and with whom
communication is often diicult or sometimes impossible. They usually arrive in a

country in which the culture is significantly âiierent than their own.
Although many immigrants expenence some of the same incidents as retiigees,
they seldom experience the same degree of trauma. They generally choose to migrate,
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feeI in control of-

üves, have the opportunity to seiect and prepare for a life in the

new enviromnent and anticipate upward mobility as a result of migration.

Refirgees are less prepared for the resettlement process than immigrants. They
usuaily hope to retum to their country of ongin and consequentiy maintain a greater

cornmitment to that country. They are more likely to experience both emotional and

physical stress associateci with their losses and with their sense of apprehension about
the future. Additionaüy, refùgees are less likely than immigrants to have established
links in the country ofresettlement. Because of the important differences in process

and outcome in immigrant and refùgee resettlement, contemporary research is

beginning to distinguîsh between immigrant and refugee resettlement as separate fields

of study (Kuhlman, 1991; Robinson, 1990).

As Neuwirth (1987) noted, the exodus of Southeast Asians in 1979 and 1980

marked a tuming point in the history of refiigee resettiement in Western societies.
Prior to the migration of this population, theories about cultural adaptation were based

almost excIusively on the experience of European refbgees to North America These
immigrants arriveci in the early part ofthe twentieth century under dierent structural
conditions. Rex (1973) pointed out that arriva1 of the European immigrants cohcided
with industrialkation of Canada, when the technological gap between industrialized

and developing countries was not as great. The European immigrants to Canada
provided the human resources behind Canada's industriahation and eventually formed
the main labour force. Although they expenenced linguistic and ethnic discrimination,

a technological gap was generally not a barrier to their adaptation process. Today 70
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percent of immigrants to Canada corne fiom Asia, Afnca, or Latin America. In 1986,
1.6 million Canadians, or 6.3 percent of the population were considered to be

memben of visible minority groups (Bowen Stevens, 1993). A deciïning Euro-

Canadian population, and an increasing immigrant population means that within the
next two decades the minority population will become the majonty (Curnmins, 1988).

Theories of adaptation which were appropriate for European immigrants and refùgees
in Canada, do not adequately address the mdtidimensional aspects of adaptation of
refùgees nom developing countries.
A Hùtory of Involuntary Migration to Canada

This section reviews the histoiy ofinvoluntary migration to Canada. An longstanding debate has existed within Canada about the types and numbers of people who
should be admitted as immigrants (Palmer, 1984). Some of these debates have

included the preferred ethnicity of immigrants, the country's absorptive capacity as
measured by a variety of criteria, and the economy's projected labour market
requirements (Dirks, 1995). Arguments in favour of. or in opposition to, admission of
immigrants has varied depending upon the prevailing social values and economic
picture of the era
Prior to Codederation, Quakers. Mennonites and Amish people nom the
United States were arnong the first refugees to seek sanctuary in Canada These
people left the United States to escape religious discrimination and persecution. When
the government of Upper Canada legislated fiee entry and settlement of American

slaves in 1833, approximately 50,000 Blacks entered Canada ta escape raciai and
economic oppression-

The period between Codederation and the end of the 19th centwy was one of
unrestricted entry for migrants fiom Great Britain, European countries, and the United

States. hterested in developing agricultural satlements, the govemment paid little
attention to the rasons for migration (Dirlcs, 1977). Immigrants fkom other parts of
the world were not well-received. Driedger (1989) noted that Chinese immigrants,
most of whom entered Canada to work on the railroad, expexienced discrimination in
the form of an increasingiy severe head tax imposed by the Canadian govemment.

Other refùgees who were accepted for resettlement in this period included Russian
Mennonites, Mormons from the United States, and Russian Doukhobors. It was also
in this period that Canada's fht Immigration Act was approved and an Immigration

Brandi was established within the Department of Agriculture. The alliance of

Immigration with Agriculture reflected the view that resettlement and agriculture were
cioseiy comected @kks, 1977).
From the tum of the centuty until 1914, fiee land was made available to
newcomers, most of whom came fiom Europe (Driedger, 1989). As Canada was
amcious to develop agriculture, immigration policy was quite flexible. Many
immigrants spoke a difEerent language, had different physicai characteristics, and had
differerent customs fiom either French or English Canadiaas. Anti-foreign pressures
rose, which, in 1919, resulted in the passing of an order-in-cound preventing the
admission of "undesirables" (Dirks, 1977, p.38). As Canada did not classe
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immigrants according to their motivation., it is net hown how many unmigrants were
economic migrants, or how many were seekhg asylum.

The order-in-cound preventing "undesirables" was rescinded in 1922,
however7a negative view towards Unnri*grantsand refûgees continued in public
perception Soon after the the order-in-councii was rrscinded7 more than 100,000

Jewish renigees fiom Russia and Eastern Europe were admitted to Canada and
approximately 20,000 Mennonites fiom Russia entered the country. As more and
more "undesuables" arrived, the Canadian public grew increasingly hostile (Higgitt,
1992). Growing economic problems were ambuteci to the Canadian newcomen.
Provincial govemments became increasingiy involved in federal plans for reseîtiement.

Immigration to Canada was severely rrsaicted during the two World Wars,

primarily to American citizens and British subjects. In the post-War penod, Canada's
Immigration poücy reflected the nation's growuig demand for labourers. More than
240,000 eastern Europeans and their families were adniitted into Canada to help deal

with the labour shortage. In spite of the need for workers, however, immigration
regdations continued to f'âvour Anglo-Saxons and other western Europeans while

discriminating against others (Neuwirth & Rogge, 1988).

The new Immigration Act passed in 1952 was characterized by tighter control
and enforcement. In spite of new Act, however, the govemment responded to public

pressure when it admitted thousands of Hungarians who had been displaced by Soviet

invasion in 1956.
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In 1966 the Canadian goverrunent produced a White Paper on immigration-

This Paper was si@cant because it outlined non-racist immigration legislation The
Papa introduced a point system, which is stili used today (although some
modifications have occurred), for people seeking admission to Canada Under this
system, points are awarded according to education, personal qualities, occupational

s k .and dernand, age, arrangeci employment, knowledge of official languages and the
potentiai for s u c c d resettlement (Higgitt, 1992). The point system is mandatory
for immigrants, and is used as a guideline for refùgees.
A combination of factors has contriiuted to the relatively smdl number of

African refugees admitted into Canada Before the Immigration Act of 1976, the
largeIy rural and pastoral M c a n -populationwas considered to be lacking "educational

and vocational s a s necessary for their resettlement in the industrialïïed nations that
have traditionaily received immigrants" (Rogge, 1983. p.24) In addition, both the
United National High Commission on Refugees and the Organization of African UNty

have a policy that encourages locaf integration of refùgees into countries close to the
refitgee-produchg state, and eventually repatriation (Dirks, 1995, p. 75).
Consequently, fewer than one thousand Afncan refbgees have entered Canada
anmially, and those who have entered have rypically been people fiom urban centres.

Most Afncan refugees in Canada are fiom Ethiopia, but others have arrived fiorn
Mozambique, South Afnca, Uganda, Sudan, and Somalia.
A Green Paper on Unmigration policy and practice in Canada was developed in
1974. The paper outlined the printiples which support immigration policy: non-

discrimination, f k d y rainification, humanitarian concerm for refiigees. and the
promotion of natiouaf goals. The papa also stressed the iink among immigration,
population, and the needs of the labour market. As a result of the Green Paper, the
1976 Immigration Act was proclaimeci in 1978 (Higgitt, 1992).

The Immigration Act was significant legislation in several important ways.
First, it distinguished between refiigees and immigrants and fomially adopted for the

fkst t h e the definition ofrenigee established by the 1951 Geneva Convention which
States that:
Convention refùgee meam any penon who, by rewns of a wellfounded fear of persecution for rasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership in a particuiar social gmup or political opinion, is outside
the country of his [sic] nationality and is unable or, by reason of such
fear, is unwilling to a d himselfofthe protection of that country, or
not having a country or nationality, is outside the country of his former
habituai residence and is unable or. by reason of nich fear, is unwiliing
to return to that country (ImmigrationAct, 1976, article 2).
Second, it expanded upon the legaiistic Geneva Convention definition of

refigee and established designated cIasses:

m y person who is a member of a class designated by the Govemor in
Council as a class, the admission of members ofwhich would be in
accordance with Canada's humanitarian tradition with respect to the
displaced and the persecuted may be granted admission subject to such
regulations as may be established with respect thereto and
notwithstanding any other regulations made under this act (Immigration
Act, 1976, Section 6).
Third, the Act introduced the private sponsonhip of refùgees whereby private

citizens are able to share responsibility for resettiing refigees with the govenunent
(Higsitt, 1993). This change meant that any group of five or more adult Canadian

citizens is eligible to sponsor refiigees. The groups assume responsibility for the
general orientation, moral support, and material assistance of the sponsored refùgees

in the first year of r d e m e n t .
As the resuit ofthe Act, three criteria were estabüshed to recognize refbgees

and to set puotas for their admittance: humanitarian grounds, Canadian self-interest,
and the legal definition of reftgee under the 195 1 Geneva Convention. The "point of
balance in this triad of detemining factors" determines the specific policy at any

particular tirne (Adelman et al. 1980, p. 140).
Fially, the passing of the

Act was highiy significant because it

marked an important change in the perspective of the Canadian government. Rather
than continuhg the practice of admitting refbgees through a "tap-ORtapon" process

(Dirks, 1995, p. 15) that refiected narrow national self-interest, Canada demonstrated
a more international cornmitment to refugees, that moved beyond its narrowly defined
economic goals.
However, the formulation of annual immigration and refugee plans is a
cornplex process that fds closely under policies of national interest. It considers the
ofken conBicting demands of levels of population growth adopted as yearly statements,
immigration policy, govemmental fiscal year planning, and international developments.

The levels of ovedi immigration are the result ofa plan that involves provincial
economic and social concerns, as well as forecasts about nahiral replacement and net
immigration Refigees are considered as one component of the overall immigration
plan. Yet,retiigee movements occur hdependently of national policy, the degree of fit
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is uncertain during periods of substantiai pressure for refugee intake. Annuai quotas

are adjusted in response to international crises.

The admissibüity of refùgees into Canada is measured by govemment officers
in a fàr less precise or exacting way than when applied to ordinary immigrants to
Canada The latter are selected under a system which tests abiiity to estabiish
themselves successfùiiy in relation to labour market conditions, with points awarded
on a series of social and economic indicators. In the case of refigees, the immigration
officer must take these factors into account, yet the additional assistance avdable to
refùgees by govemment, sponsors, and voluntary agencies mitigate adaptation
dificuities. Admissiibility, therefore, involves a certain amount of discretion, even
though the ulthate criterion remains the potentiai success of establishment in Canada

(Lanphier, 1981, p. 117).

Since the Iate 1970s, changing national and international ciraimstances have
resulted in arnendments to the Immigration Act. The costs of administering
Immigration departments and prograns. the substantid increases in refbgee

migrations, the desire of Canadian business to recniit and resettîe labourers more
quickly, decreasing provincial and municipal budgets. an increase in migrants without
papers or with h d u i e n t papers, and a backlog of appeais motivated the Canadian
govenunent to introduce Bill C-86in 1992. While c l a i h g to abide by the
philosophicai objectives of the Immigration Act of 1978 that emphasized the goals of

famiy reunification, humanitarian approaches to refiigees, and economic benefits for
Canada, the Bili altered the Act in significant ways. First, it placed a ceiling on the
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number the Immigration Department can accept in any one year. Second, it altered the
processing priorities arnong the classes when considered neceswy, so that fMily and

refigee c b applicants were no longer guaranteed the highest priority in processing

(Duks, 1995, p. 160). Third, immigrants who agreed to reside in a specific area of the
country for a given period of tirne, wodd have their applications expedited. In
addition, tighter controls were estabiished to reduce the number of migrants with no
papers at ail or with fraudulent papers.

In 1994 the Minister of Citizenship and Iinxniption launched public
consultations on immigration. As the result of the consultations, a document which set
out the framework for immigration objectives was produced titied Into the 2lst

-

Centuw A Stratew for Immimation and Citizenship (1994). The Report reflects a
shift in immigration philosophy Grom one which emphasized the importance of family

redcation to a more forma1 economic view. The Report States, that a "greater share

of immigrants will be selected on the basis of theu ability to contnbute to Canada's

economic and social developmenî, reduciag demand on integation s e ~ c e s "
(Citkemhip and Immigration Canada, 1994). Applicants whose skills are considered

to be of little or no economic value, will not be considered. In addition, a greater
emphasis is placed on the applicant's knowledge of English or French. On Febmary
27, 1995, the Govemment established a Rite of Landing Fee of $975 for applications

in any four existing categories; family, independent, entrepreneur, or convention

Summary

This section suggests that the needs ofrefigees are dEerent than those of

immigrants. and that the degree of trauma experienced by refbgees is a àgnincant
variable in the adaptation pnmss. It also discusses imroluntaiy migration in the

Canadian context. Untii the 1960s, Canadian policy with respect to refbgees (as weli
as immigrants) was biased in favour of European renigees, and discriminated against
refiigees nom non-western countries. Although progress has been made in addressing
the raciai barriers Uiherent in the early Canadian Immigration and Refbgee policy,
m e n t shifts which emphasize the economic benefits for Canada over f d y
redcation and over humanitarian concem, continues to perpeaiate raciai and
culturai discrimination-

amPTER3
LITERATUlW REVIEW

This sections considers the body of literature conceming the adaptation of
refûgees and the foundations ofadult education. The üterature on adaptation
emphasizes the economic, social, and politicai dimensions of re-settlement. The adult
education research iiterature outlines the basic principles of adult education, and points
to the need for an expanded focus within the discipline of adult education.
Adaptation
DiEerent disciplines have used a variety of approaches to study adaptation of
immigrants and refûgees in a new culture- In general, anthropologists have studied
changes in group cultures. Socioiogists have considered the dynamics of relationships

among minority and majority groups. Psychologias and psychiatrists have studied the
adaptation of refbgees fiom the perspective of mental health, usually emphasizing the
psychological pathologies incurred as the result of trauma. Education has considered
the gap between the western structure of schoohg and Werent cuitures. AIthough

eadi of these perspectives provides insight into the complex proccss of adaptation, a
hoiistic niiaiysis and understanding of the process of adaptation has yet to emerge.
Adaptation is a gradua1 process of resettlement. Refigees may encounter

many dif]Eicultand complex problems in adapting to their new environment. The
general d e is that the p a t e r the socioculhual distance between the refugee and the

host country, the more diflicult the adaptation process (Ku- 1981). Inability to
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understand the language, merences in behaMor7attitudes, and values, occupationai
deflection, discriniination, are among some of the difnculties that refugees confiom.

Studies that f m s on refbgees' adaptation use a Vanety of terms such as
adjustment, assimilation, integration, settiement, resettlement, and adaptation to

describe the process whereby uprooted penons accept the new environment in which
they find themselves (Bernard, 1977; Ex, 1966; Lanphier, 1986). A wide range of
interpretations of 'adaptation' is evident in the fiterature, however, most bterpretations
view adaptation as a sequential process of change.

Brody (1970) defined adaptation as a process of estabiishing a relatively stable
and reciprocal relationship with the environment and having rneaningfbl social and
interpersonal relatioaships with the hoa community. Lanphier (1986) dehed
adjustment as the "acquisition of knowledge about the local community, use of some
community services, and development of acquaintanceship with Canadians" (p.5).

Bernard (1977) refers to the process of adaptation as integration and says,
Integration is achieved when migrants become a working part of their
adopted society, take on many ofits attitudes and behavior patterns,
and participate fieely in its activities but at the same t h e retain a
measure of their original cultural identity and ethnicity (p. 277).

Hurh, Kun, and Kim (1980) detined adaptation as the process by which,
"immigrants modify theu attitudinal and behavioral patterns to maintain and improve

their life conditions compatible with the new environment" (p. 295). Kim and Nicassio
(1980) defineci adjustment as a multidimensional process in which social, economic
and psychologicd variabis are interrelated. McCubbin and Patterson (1983) defined
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adaptation as a dynamïc, ongoing process which is achieved through reciprocal
relationships between the system and the environment. In this mode1 the system
includes individuals, ntmily units, communities, and the society at large. Stein (1979)
descriid adaptation as the complete merging of refbgeesinto the hoa community

with individuals being accepted according to thek individual merits. The process is
complete when refbgees are considered reasonabiy wen-adjusteci to the new
environmentIn her socio-econrnic study of Afncan refigew to Canada, Nyakabwa (1989)
considered adaptation as a reciprocal relationship among the newcomers and the
environment. Ag, language, degree of occupational deflection, employment,
individual perception and length of residency were the key variables affecthg the

adaptation process. Of these key variables, economic adaptation has recently received
the most attention among researchers. Samuels (1 987) maintained that employment
and incorne are the most important indicators of adaptation because they are easily
measured and have a significant influence on Me. F h a n (198 1) emphasized the social

and cognitive components of occupational adaptation. The social component refers to
the role the reftgee community plays in employment, such as how the cornmunity

influences the job choices of its memben. The cognitive component refers to how
refigees shape their identities in reiation to their jobs (Higgitt, 1992, p. 70).

Neuwirth (1987, 1988) also emphasized the importance of economic
adjustment in the adaptation process. According to Neuwrith, economic adaptation,

defineci as the ability to find employment and become seKSuflticient, is relatively easy

for rehgees to anain However, occupational adjustment, the ability to transfer
occupationai sMs from the country of ongin to the country of resettlement is much
more d E d t to acbieve. For Neuwirth, occupational adjustment is the most
important aspect of resettlement which impacts on ali other aspects of adaptation. Her
research indicated that if occupational adjustment does not occur within the nrst three
to four years d e r &al,

it is uniikely to o c w at ail.

The factors that Iead to migration have a signincant impact on the adaptation
process. Generally, it is accepted that the refugees and immigrants are iduenced by

both push and pull facton. Immigrants generaily respond to pull facton, and refigees
respond primarily to push factors. Refugees who expect to retum to their country of
ongin and who consider their resettlement as temporary may lack the motivation to

change and to fom meaningful and permanent relationships in the new country.
I n d ~ d u d who
s migrate against their will may "sabotage themselves" by refushg to

succeed Uia country to which they have corne unwilliogly (Pereira, 1981). However,
the differentiation between push and p d facton is considerably more complex than it

appean and whether the push or pull factor is greater often depends on the migrant's

persoual perception of the situation (Higgitt, 1992, p. 74).
To explore this complex phenornonen, Kunz (1973; 1981) developed a
typology of h o r s that influence the resettlement process (Figure 2). He proposed
two different flight patterns among refiigees. The anticipatory pattern is associated
with people who are in the position to anticipate danger, usually the educated and

economicdy advantaged. Departure in this case is orderly and they oRen bnng
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resources with them In anticïpating departure, these people resemble immigrants, yet
they differ Corn immigrants because of the sense of impending danger and the inability
to select their destination. Acute flight patterns, on the other hand, occurs during
crisis and are spontaneous and usualiy disorganized. Kunz fùrther proposed three
idenscation categories of refùgees: the majority-identified, the events-alienated, and
the ~e~aliented,
which impact on refùgees' decision to flee and on resettiement. In the
majority identifïed group, the refùgees opposition is shared with feUow citizens,

although perhaps not with theu government. The events-alienated refùgee is

marginalized within hisher country and has ambivalent feelings towards hisher feliow
citizens. This group includes religious and racial minorities. The self-alienated have
no wish ta identify themselves with their countiy of origin: "they may retain some

attachments, but their attitudes are overwhelmingly shaped by ideological
consideration and their departure is a logical result of their aiienation" (Kunz, 1981. p.
43). Because the confiict in Somalia which precipitated their migration involved

opposition to govemment, as weil as opposition to fellow Somalis, Somali refugees

may idenw wîth aspects of each of the three groups.
Kunz (1981) M e r identifiai two attitudes to fiight and homeland that impact

on the resettiement process: reactive fate groups and purpose groups. Reactive fate
groups flee in response to situations which they perceive to be Uitolerable. Even

within this category, ambiguity exists concerning individual motivations and extemal
events. For example, many refùgees flee for a combination of reasons that hclude

Figure 2.
Facton Iafluencing the Resettlement Proceos

Home Reiated Facton
Identification/Maq@alitg
The Majority-Identified
The Events-Alienated
The SeKAlienated
Attitude to Fiight and Homeland
- Reactive Fate-groups
Purpose Groups
Ideologïcai-National Orientation Abroad
Restoration ActMsts
- The Passive Hurt
- Integration Realias
- Eager Assimilationists
- Revolutiohary ActMsts
- Founden of Utopia

-

-

p
p
p

Host Related Factors
Calturai Compatibility

- Language

- Values
- Traditions

- Religion
- Politics
- Food
- Interpersonal relations
Population Policies
- Augmentative
Self-sufiicient
Social Attitudes
- Monistic assimilationist
Plufalistic integrationist
- Sanctuary societies tolerant

-

-

-

-
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Kunz, Egon F. E d e and Resettlement: Rehgee nieory
International Mimtion Review, 1981, Volume XV,pp. 42-5 1.

political or ideological as weii as economic. A sVnilar arnbiguity exists within the
category of purpose groups who flee because of ideological clashes with the
government and resulting féaiof persecutioa Kunz suggested that whether they can
be considered refùgees or voluntary migrants "depends on how much their ideologies
clashed with those of their home country and whether their actual deportment was
caused by harrassment and fear of persenition or by theù wish to start on the desued

way of WeM(p. 45). This observation is a significant one. Many refirgees, including

Somali refùgees, have a variety of motivations for leaving their homeland. Kunz's
mode1 includes host-related l5ctors in resettlement. He emphasited the importance of
cultuml compatibility between the country of origin and the new country, as well as
the importance of maintainhg ünks with other people who speak the refbgees'
Ianguage, share their values, religion and political views.
Although Kunz's (198 1) theoretical analysis is helpfil in understanding the
complexity of motivations that precipitate resettlement, t does not include the

subjective dimension of adaptation. Many refbgees experience post-traumatic
a

disorders as the nsult of physical assauit, imprisonment, traumatic departure, violence,
rape, intimidation, and the loss of loved ones. Studies of newly resettled Bosnian
refiigees in the United States indicate that 65 percent of those studied suffered from
post traumatic stress disorders, and 35 percent experienced depressive disorders
(Weine, Becker, et al., 1995). In studying the Somali community in Toronto,
Okopku-Dapaah found h t the renigees frequently experienced unresolved grief;
anxiety, and fatigue (1995). Twenty-three percent of the community had been
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physicdy assaulted in Somaiia, 13 percent had experïenced Unprisonment, 12 percent

reported a traumatic departure. and 11 percent iadicated that they had relatives W

~ O

had been harasseclor executed. Psychologist h e MoceIlin, who researched the
politicai or ideological as well as economic. A similar ambiguity exists within the

category of purpose groups who flee because of ideologicai clashes with the
goveniment and resulting fear of penecution. Kunz suggested that whether they can
be considered refiigees or voluntary psycho-social consequences of the tragedy in
Somalia, explained to me that, in her view, the fact that many of the people killed in
Somalia had not been buned had implications for surviving fiunily members who were
blocked in their grieving process (Personal interview. August 22, 1995).

Although holistic views on the process of adaptation in the resettiement
fiterature are scarce, more holistic models of well-being have been developed in other
contexts. The Canadian Council on Social Development (CCSD,1984) developed a

holistic, multidimensional mode1 of well-being incorporating psychosocial, economic
and poiiticai participation factors. Psychosocial well-being is defined as a sense of

worth and pride; economic weli-being means having sufncient, steady income which
dows for the redization of some dreams; and political participation refers to the
feeling of some control over events in the larger politicai sphere (Le. housing). In a

similar conceptuaiization, the Canadian Action Cornmittee on the Status of Women

(CACSW,1989) defined well-being as including physical, emotional, social,
environmental, and economic health. Ferguson (cited in Higgitt, 1992) researched
successful adaptation from the perspectives of Vietnamese refugees to the United
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States. She found that few reftgees defined succes only in material terms. Moa
responses suggested that success was h

g in dignity, having self-respect and peace of

mind, feelùg settied, seaiie and at ease with the fùture and feeling satisfied with Me.

In addition, the respondents identified education, as weU as family unity, to be a sign
of success. Many considered fiwdarn to be the most Unportant masure of success as
it was a que$ for fkeedom which motivated most to become refùgees in the first place.

Adult Education

Although adult education progms are likely to be critical to the successfûl
resettlement of refugees, integrating the principles of adult education within theones of
adaptation continues to be a challenge to adult education. Currently, no literature

exists withùi adult education that explores the comection between adult education and
the education of refùgees. A review of the literature that is concemed with the

principles and methods of adult education is usefiil in understanding the basic
assumptioos which underiie the teaching and leaming of adults in western cuiture.

Kidd (1973) Mewed adult education as a 'second chance' for those who were
sociaiiy deprived. He identified several concepts of adult leamîng that were based on
the changing conditions over an adult's lie-span. These concepts included role
changes required by society, the egalitarïan nature of adult mident-teacher
relationships, the ~e~directing
nature of adults, the physical, cultural and emotional

meaning of the, and attitudes surroundhg aging and the prospect of death
(BrookfieId, 1988, p. 27).
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Knowles (1980) defined addt leamhg as "the art and science of helpiag adults

learnw(p. 43). To con-

the leaming oiadults with that of children, he calied his

f o d a t i o n andregogy and identifieci five wumptions which he claimeci are

characteristic of aii adult leamers:
1.

As a person matures, his or her sekoncept moves from that of a dependent
personaiity toward one of a sesdirecthg human behg.

2.

An adult accumulates a growing reservoir of expenence which is a rich

resource for learning.
3.

The readiness of an adult to leam is closely related to the developmental tasks
of his or her social role.

4.

There is change in time perspective as people mature - fiom the ftture
application of knowledge to immediacy of application. Thus an adult is more
problem-centered than abject-centered in leaniing (Jbowles, 1980, pp. 4445).

5.

Adults are motivated to learn by intemal factors rather than external ones
(Knowles, 1984, p. 12).
Knowles' development of a theory of andragogy has had a significant impact on

the education of adults. It has also sparked a great deal of controversy. Hartree
(1984) observeci that Knowles' theory did not distinguish between teaching and

learning- Brookfield (1986) argued that Knowles'assumptions were problematic and

found that only the assumption about the leamers' personal experience to be wellgrounded. Davenport and Davenport (1985) reviewed the use of the terni andragogy
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and noted that it has been classineci "as a theory of adult education, theory of aduit

learning theory of technology of adult leamhg rnethod of adult education, techniques
of adult education, and a set ofassumptions" (p. 157).
Brundage and Uackeracher (1980) identifieci thirty-six principles of adult

leaming. These include the principle that aduits are able to learn throughout their
lifetimes, and that past experïences can be a help or an obstacle to leaming. It is
through expenence, however, that individuals constnict the meanings and value
frameworks that determine how they code new sbmuli and information. Further,
Bmndage and Mackeracher claimed that past experience can be directiy applied to
current situations for good educative effect Adults possessing positive self-concepts
wiii be more responsive to learning; and environments that reinforce the self-concepts

of adults WU produce the greatest amount of learning (Brooffield 1988, p. 29). In
addition Brundage and Mackeracher noted that voluntary participation in educational

endeavon is highly conducive to leafning. They also noted that that adults l e m best

when they can coatrol the rate of their leaming while they enjoy good health.
Darkenwald and Memam (1982) identifieci eight principles for the fkcilitation
of adult learnùig. They obsewed that adults' readiness to leam depends on their

previous learning, on their level of intrinsic motivation, the amount of positive
reinforcement received, the organization of the material, repeptition, the
rneaningfidness of the educational material, and the active participation in the learning
process.
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James (1983) deviseci nine p ~ c i p l e of
s adult l d n g through a search of

articles, resuirch reports, dissertations, and other materiais on adult learning (p. 132).
These p ~ c i p l e are
s applied in dEerent degrees in différent adult learnhg contexts.

James' p ~ c i p l e are:
s
Adults maintain the abiw to leam
Addts are a highly divenifieci group of individuals with widely mereîng
preferences, needs, backgrounds and skills.
Aduits experience a gradua1 decline in sensory capabilities.
Experience of the learner is a major resource in leaming situations.
Self-concept moves tiom dependency to independency as individuals grow in
responsibdities, experience, and confidence.
Aduits tend to be Mie-centered in their orientation to learning.
Adults are motivated to learn by a variety of factors.
Active learner participation in the-learningprocess contributes to learning.
A cornfortable supportive environment is a key to succesfil leaniing.

A m e r focus of research in adult education literature is the reasons adults

do, and do not, participate in education programs. Houle (1961) developed a
typology that identified godsriented leamers, activity=orientedleamers, and leamhgoriented leamers who pursue leamhg for its own sake. Subsequent research has

expanded and elaborated on Houle's mode1 to reflect the awareness that adult learnen
ofken have severai motives for participating in learning activities.

Cross (1981)

identified three obstacles to adult education: situational, institutional, and dispositional.

Situationai barriers include lack of income, lack of child are, lack of tirne due to
employment or other responsibilities. Institutional bacriers consist of practices or
policies that dixourage or exclude adults from participating in learning activities and
include inconvenient schedules and locations and M-tirne fees for part tirne midies.

Dispositionai barriers are related to attitudes and self-perceptionsone has of oneseif
(Cross, 1981, p. 98).

The adult education literature reveals many perspectives on adult Iearnins
which have been shaped by various psychologicai and philosophical views. The
behaviorists of the 1950s saw leaming as a change in behavior; the humanists of the
1960s Mewed learning as personal development; the cognitive psycbologins of the

1970s desmibed learning as changes in memory. "Leaminghas also been descnbed as

change in attitudes or skills; as individuation, as a developmental process of moving

£toma world of absolutes to a relativistic world, and as a process of constructing

meaning or interprehg reality" (Cranton, 1994). One of the key perspectives about
ad& leaming in the literature is experientiai learning. Although severai definitions of
experiential leaming exist in the üterature, it generally refers to leaming that takes
place outside the classroom (Rose, 1989). Experiential leaming has been celebrated as

one of the defining characteristics of andragogy (Knowles, 1980; Brundage and
Mackcracher, 1980; lames, 1983). Kolb (1984) claimed that leaming is buiit on the
interactions between cognitive process and direct expennice; consequently adult
learners bring a wide variety of life experiences to the leaming context. In Kolb's
model, the adult leamers' prior knowledge serves him/her in a new leamhg experience.
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However, Kolb noted that universal prescriptions conceming @ method of facilitating
aduit learning f
d to consider the relationship between leaming style and culture.
Apps (1978) argued for the value of incidental 1ea-g-

Incidental leamhg is the

purp0sefb.l acquisition of certain skills and kiowledge essential to rnanaging crises and

changes successfidiy. It recpkes deliberate attempts to Ieam new ideas, attitudes and

skills (Loveil, 1980). The role of critical reflection in experiential Ieaming varies
accorcüng to the leamhg objective. Schon (1987) argued that the more leamers are
involved in real We settings and are doing rather than observùig, the more ükely they
are to be influencecl by the experience.
Couard (1994) claimed that the wide list of theoria of adult leaming confuse
the issues rather than cl*

identifieci t

it.

Building on the work of Mezirow (1991) who

h domains of leamlig:

instrumentai.,communicative, and emancipatom

Collard proposed a broader, more general, classification system: subject-oriented
1g
-,

consumersriented learning, and émancipatory leaming. Each of the domains

is valuable in meeting different leamhg objectives. Yet each is problematic wben

applied to the situation of leamers' involved in cultural adaptation because al1 assume
that the leamer has an understanding of the culture. Subject-oriented leaming is the

acquisition of content, whether that is facts, concepts, problem-solviag strategies, or
technical or practical skills. Consumer-oriented adult l d n g (or individual-oriented)
closely resembles self4rected Ica-g. The leamer identifies their needs, sets
objectives based on those needs, seleds materials and resources that are relevant to
their learning, chooses the strategies to meet their objectives, and evaluates their own
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prognss. The idealized assumption in this view is that the leamer hows what they
want and hows how to learn it. Immigrants and reftgees, especiaiïy those with iittle
education, who are unfamiliar with the new culture do not fit with the assumptions
which support this category. Emancipatory adult leamin% which has long been an

important goal of addt education airns to "6eeourseIves nom forces that limit our
options and our control over Our lives, forces that have been taken for granted or seen
beyond our controi" (Collard, p. 16). However, interpretations o f emancipatory

leamhg which are supported by the values of humanistic psychology which emphasize
individuai growth, may have iittle relwance for people from non-western cultures who
ofien place less emphasis on individualism and a greater emphasis on the well-being of
the extended f d y -

EmerPina Themes in the Adult Education Literature
Traditional research in adult education has received considerable criticism fiom
other disciplines, as weli as fiom adult education theorists, for its focus on the white
middle-class male population, and for its exclusion of women, rninorities, and lowincome groups (Brooffield, 1988; Ross-Gordon, 1991). Rooted in western betiefs
about human nature, adult education is currently being challenged to re-conceptualize

its traditionai views of individualism and personal autonorny to respond to the needs of

women and miaorities. In a review of adult education fiterature indexed in the Current
Index to Joumals in Education, Ross-Gordon (1991) found that less than one percent

of more than 1500 articles referred to ethnic minority groups. Recently, the literature
bas begun to addres feminist approaches to adult education (Gaskell & McLaren,
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1987; MacKeracher. 1988). Rockhiil (1987) descnied how Hispanic women's

participation in adult education represents both a longing for selfaeveIopment as weu

as a threat to theu traditional social role, which often place signincant pressures on the
the f d y structure. Criticisms of femi~sttheory fitom women of color and visible

minorities suggest that whiie programs that are offered fkom a traditional adult

education perspective may fén to meet the needs ofwomen, programs that are offered
from a feminist perspective fail to be responsive to the needs of minority women
(hooks, 1984).
Literature on how adult education can better meet the needs of ntltudiy and
racïally diverse populations is just beginning to emerge. Comrnon themes arising fiom

this literature include: the need for adult educators to improve their knowtedge and
understanding of other cuitural groups; the importance of community-based programs
that feature ease of access, linkages to social networks, and interest in locally relevant
issues; the importance of ethnic groups teaching other members of the same ethnic
group; and the n a d for coliaboration arnong stakeholders (Ross-Gordonet al, 1990).

An additionai theme in adult education literature which has the potential to be
helpfùl in e x p l o ~ the
g role of adult education for new ethnic groups in Canada is
community education. Although comrnunity education has historically been an
important focus in adult education, the education of dierent ethnic communities
entering a new culture has primarily been identined with social work. In a major
review of articles published in the Journal of Community Development, Christenson
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(1 989) conciuded tbat "the discipline devoted to community development seems to be

caught in a treadmiU of ddp

tive studies and needs assessmentn(p. 4 1). Many

interpretations of 'community adult education' exkt within adult education rangkg
fiom liberal notions o f c ~ m r n ~which
t y regard mmmunities as harmonious entities

with homogeaous needs, to concepts ofcommunityeducation that acknowledge tbat
commmities rdlea inequalities ofclass, statu and power, and that in choosing to

meet the n d s of one sector, the educator must ignore or wen oppose the needs of

another (Brookneld, 1984). Moreover, the term 'community'is so value-laden with
ideaiism that criticai questions concerning the meaning of communïty are o h
overiooked. Ng,MueUer, and Walker (1990) pointed out that even when community
organiziag may result in empowerment of individuals or groups, the practice of
organiziag can also tiirther reproduce gender, clw, race and language inequalities and

maintain ethnocentrïc hiemchies under the guise of building "cornmunity". An
approach to community development/education that pmblematizes the homogeneous

and idealistic view ofcornmunity is urgently needed in adult education.
It is apparent fiom the review of adult education literature that the meaniog of
adult education is both broad and ambiguous, at the same time as it bas been limited to

North American perspectives. Currentiy, perspectives on adult education are changing
the research iiterature. North American researchen an recognizing that the process
ofadult Ieaming is not 'universai' and that different perspectives in the discipline, such

as the view that adult education is a emancipatory endeavour, or a means of acquiring
skiiis, are simply the product of the social context of the t h e , and that each
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perspective is valid (J&s

1992)- Within dmloping countries. adult education is

interpreteû differently than it is in North Amena In his discussion of adult education
and inteniationai development, Ewart (1989) stated that nonformal education
programs now stress integrated development encompassing heaith, agriculture, and
politicai action at the community level. Since much of the international work in adult
education has an community-based, inter-discipüaaq focus, (rather than the individual

fonis found in the U.S.literahire) the knowledge generated from the work is oflen
identifiai with other disciplines, such as health or agriculture. Ulich's (1965) early
comparative research of the development of adult education in Denmark, Engiand, the

Federal Repubüc of Gennany, and the United States suggested that "adult education

-

reflects the social conditions in each country even more than do the other levels of
education" (p. 202). Bélanger & Biais' (1995) contemporary analysis of "Worid

Perspectives in Adult Education" provides evkience eorn Africa, the Arab nations,
Latin Amenca and Eastern Europe that support Ulich's findings.
Summary

It is unfiortunate that adult education, a discipline that has contnbuted to Our

understanding of i n d ~ d u a iexperiencing
s
changes in their personai development,
occupations, and social roles, has contributed so littie to our understanding of the role
ofadult education for those individuals who are confronting cultural change at the

sarne tirne as they experience change in each of the areas mentioned above. Current
directions in the iiterature which explore the role of gender, ethnicity, social context,
combineci with interdiscipiinary perspectives concerning culhirai adaptation, and
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community education, may hold promise for the adult education discipline, and, more

importdy, for ethnic communïties experiencing dtural adaptation.

This study explores the adaptation process of wlected Somali refùgees in
WIIIIlipegegIt considers some ofthe principles which have evolved in the literature in
refbgee studies and adult education to identify the areas which are relevant in
developing an understanding of the role ofadult education in the adaptation process of
refugee groups.

CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this reseacch was to study the adaptation pmcess f?om the

perspective of Somali refùgees in Wdpeg- In partîcular, I was interested in learnuis
how Somalis descnie their adaptation process, and how their experiences in adult

education program impact on their adaptation- The research questions were:
What do selected Somaii refbgees in Wtnnipeg identify as their adaptation

needs?
What education experiences do selected Somali refùgees identify as important
to their adaptation?
What obstacles to education have selected Somali refugees encountered and
how have they dealt with them?
How helpfd do selected Somali refugees in Winnipeg feel that their education

experience has been in meeting their adaptation needs?
Much of the research in the social sciences is conducted fiom one of two main
paradigms: the positivist paradigm (quantitative) and pheonomonological or
interpretive paradigm (qualitative). The positivist paradigm seeks to understand
phenornena through measurement and the analysis of relationships among variables.
Traditiondy, inquiry withïn this paradigm has been wnsidered to be value-fiee.
Qualitative research is interested in understanding processes and meanings which are
less amenable to statistically measurement. Bateson (1972) stated that qualitative

researchers are guided by highly abstract principles inquiring into the nature of

humanity and reality (p. 320). Where positivist methods provide one window for
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understandmg events in the social world, qualitative methods provide us with a
different way of seeing the phenornena Becker (1986) claimed that quaiitative

research S e r s fiom quantitative research in fie signincant ways which manifest
themselves in dinerent ways of addressing the same set of issues. Aithough a wide

range of perspectives are characteristic within each of these, a brief o v e ~ e w
of the

f i e points of Werence he noted are:
1) Uses of positivism: Traditional interpretations of positivist research contend that

there is reality out there to be studied, captured, and understood (De& & Lincoln,
1994, p.5). Evaluation criteria, such as extemal and intemal validity, are emphasized

and data analysis is usually statisticai. Qualitative researchers may aiso use statistical
rnethods to assist them in their study, yet they do not report their findings in the same
way as quantitative researchers.

2) Acceptance of postmodem sensibilities: The growing acceptance of postmodem

sensibilities resulted in what has become known as the 'crisis of representation'. This
view problematizes issues such as vaiidity, reliability, objectivity, as well as issues of
gender c h , and race. In response, qualitative researchers describe their work as
providing one way of teliing a story that is not value-fke.
3) Caphiring the individual's point of view: Although both qualitative and quantitative

researchers are interested in the individual's point of view. qualitative researchers
believe they can learn more about a person's point of view through interviews and
observation. Empirical methods used by quantitative researchers are less appropriate
for gaining insight into how individuais understand themselves.
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4) Examining the constraints of ewryday lifk Qualitative researchers are interested U1

how meaniag is constructeci and shaped in relation 6 t h the everyday wortd.
Quantitative research examines probabilities which are less likely to account for
specific coatext.

5) S e c u ~ g
rich descriptions: Quantitative research is typicdy not concemed with rich
descriptions. Qualitative researchers, however, believe that such descriptions are
extremely valuable.
Given tbat this study was interested in seeking Somali individuals' subjective
understanding of their weryday experience wiîh their social world, the quaiitative
approach was weU-suited to the objective. The method has been used in classic

studies which descn'be how people interpret their experiences- In order to gain insight

into what it is to be a working-class wife and mother, Meg Luxton (1 980) analyzed the
Lives of women in Flin Flon, Manitoba William Whyte (1955) studied Itaiian

Americans residing in the North End of Boston, and presented his data fiom the
perspective of his relatioaships with the participants- Woods (1972) showed that the
etimoracial traditions and identity of several ethnic groups were not eroded after ten
generations of settlement in AmerÏca.
Stnuiss and Corbh (1990) claimed that qualitative research is ideally suited for

research that seeks to explore the nature of peoples' experiences and suggested that
some areas that lend themselves to qualitative inquky are those that explore peoples'
expenences with phenornena such as illness, or religious conversion. Researching the

area of refbgee stuâies, Taft (1986) recommended a qualitative approach as useful
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with refigees whose values and beliefs may be very différent than those of the

researcher. Reichelt & Sveaass (1994) advocated that the researcher position be one
of eue niriosity and exploration,

room to the refugees' own expertise,

experience aad direction.
W1th these considerations in minci, a nonexperimentai, descriptive, qualitative

research design was developed in which data was collected through in-depth personai
interviews, and foliow-up interviews, with four Somali refiigees in Winnipeg.
Steps in Qualitative Research

Establishinn Contact with the Somali Community
Through volunteer work at the Immigrant and Refiigee Cornmunity
Organization of Manitoba (IRCOM) I becarne familiar with several Somali women.
Through these women 1becarne very interested in Somali history, politics, and culture

and curïous about their process of adaptation to Canadian culture. Research

conducted on the mental health of refugees daim that the migrant who can maintain

links with their own ethnic cornmunity and is also able to participate fùiiy in the larger
society will have the strongest sense of well-being (Report of the Canadian Task Force
on Mental Health Issues Affècting Immigrants and Refugees, 1988). Since the Somali
community in Winnipeg has a small population, 1was particularly interested in how

this factor, in light of the intemal conflicts in Somalia, affects their adaptation process.

Through contacts with Somali nsidents at IRCOM,and with staffat the International
Centre, 1leamed that there were approxhately 40 Somali families residing in
Wdpeg. The s m d population was seen as advantageous in that 1hoped that I
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would be able to meet informally with dmod aU of the adult population, although 1
would be s e l d g only four for formai inte~ews.Because of the amount of tirne
involved in mtetiag with the entire Somali community, 1was unable to meet infomially
with as m n y Somalis as I had origllraily hoped. 1did meet with 20 Somali refbgees,

12 males and 8 fanales. Sometimes the Uiformal meeting took place in the homes of

Somali refbgees, sornetimes they occurred over coffee, and occasionally they o c w r e d
in inforinai groups. Each infonaal meeting usually took about two hours. After the
infiormai meetings, 1would take notes of our conversation. The informal meetings
provided a deeper understanding of the events which precipitated Somalis' arrival to
Canada, as well as the problems they face in adaptation. Howwer, information from
the infonnal meetings was not used as data for this study.

One of the difncuities in meeting with the Somali population was that was

diffimlt to Iocate many ofthe refiigees. When Somali refùgees fùst anive they were
not d o u s to identify with other Somalis and needed some t h e to put the stress of
the civil war and the social and political divisiveness behind them. However, according
to one study participant, after a penod of about three years Somali retiigees be@n to
change some of their views and recognize that they have a stronger voice in society if

they idenàfy themselves as an ethnic group. One of the participants whom 1
inte~ewedappeared to distance herself fiom the community, and three of the
participants were in the process of recognizing the importance of group identity although the reamns for developing group identity varied.
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Usiag purposefûl selection, I chose the study participants using a combination
of üiree strategies: opportunity, snowball, and judgement sampling. Wth opportunity
sampüag, the researcher selects respondents wiIling and able to cooperate. Snowball
sampling begins with a small group of informants who put the researcher in touch with

other potentid sources of information. In judgemait sampling, respondents are
selected because they possess certain characteristics (Burgess, 1984). Because 1was
interested in reflecting the diversity of Somali refugee experiences, 1 attempted to
select men and women, single and manied, who represented diffierent educational and
economic levels. The characteristics of the participants were:

-

two men; one marrieci, one single, who attained the minimum level of

secondary education in Somaiia, and who had participated in different leveb of adult
education programs in Winnipeg (Le. ESL, adult basic education, college, university,
occupational programs);

-

two women; one married, one single, who attained the minimum level of

secondary education in Sornalia, and who had participated in different IeveIs of adult

eâucation prograrns in Wmnipeg (Le. ESL, adult basic education, college, university,
occupational programs).

In addition, 1selected participants who corne fkom different regions of

Somalia. As most of the Somali community in Winnipeg is origindy from southem
Somaiia, three of the participants were from that region. One of the participants was
fiom the northem region of Somalia I did not select the participants on the basis of
clan atnliation, however, in the coune of conducting the study 1 learned that al1 the
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participants came fkom different sub-clans (although two came from the same larger

clan).
1had also intended to meet with the Somali Association in Winnipeg to

d e m i e my research, solicit input, and share my nndings. 1wrote to the Association
requesting an opportunity to meet with them and received verbal assurances that I
would be able to do so. However, in spite of &quent requests, 1have not met with
them. Recently the President advised me that it would not be very usehl for me to
attend a meeting as many of the mernbers do not speak English. M y sense ofthe

situation is that perhaps some memben of the Association were uncornfortable with
haviag a woman speak with them about aspects of Somali We that they fear wiU be
misunderstood by Canadians.
1provided the four participants who agreed to be interviewed with a letter that

descnbed the study (see Appendk A). In accordance with Ethics Review regulations,
they each signed a Letter of Consent. They were informeci (verbally and in writuig)

that their participation was voluntary. and that they were &ee to withdraw at any tirne.

Because the Somali community is srna14 1was unable to ensure confidentiality,
however, 1did ensure anonymity by providing participants with a pseudonym
Qualitative research usually involves gathering cietaileci information about a
srnaii number of cases. It is the uniqueness of each case b a t is emphasized, rather

than the representativeness. In this study, 1was interested in leaming about the
adaptation process of Somali refiigees from the perspectives of the research
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participants Their experieaces. however. are aot intended to be generalùed to aii

refugees, or even ail Somali refbgees.
Data Collection

In qualitative inquiry, the collection of data is an on-going process which
ocairs in several ways.

Most qualitative researchers spend some time participahg in

and leamhg about the participant's world. 1have been involved with the Somali

commuûity in providing tutoriais to snidents of English, usually followed by informai
conversation with the students and their f i l y memben. 1assiaed the tenants at

IRCOM House, where four Somali fmilies reside, to develop a volunteer-supported
ESL evenuig class. 1also advised members of the community about educational. and
other resources, that were available to hem in the city. 1acted as a liaison person
when a member of the community needed to obtain the resources of Citizenship and

Immigration conceniing a family crisis that had occurred in Somalia I worked with
members of the Executive Cornmittee to deveiop a gant proposai to Culture, Hentage
and Citizemhip for the Manitoba Somali Association. 1aiso assisted Somali

newcomers by helping them to fil1 out applications for employment, and drïving them
to job

intemiews. From these informal experiences, 1became more familiar with

members ofthe Somali community, and a certain level of trust developed.
A common method in qualitative studies to leam how people feel and think is
through interviews. Interviews may be stmctured or semi-smictured in which the

questions are pre-detennined, or infornial. Informa1 i n t e ~ e w resemble
s
informai
conversations and provide the greatest amount of opportunity for the research
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participant to express themseives in their own words. In this study, semi-stnictured
intemiews were conducted. The interviews began with a brief introduction during
wbich the purpose and nature of the study were explaineci. The background ofthe
researck and her interest in refiigees and adult education were described. A tentative
inte~ew
guide was developed to ask about demographic matters such as the length of
time that they have h e d in Winnipeg, however, most ofthe interview was inforna1
(see Appendix D). Questions and probes relating to the social, economic, politicai,

and cultural aspects ofadaptation were posed in a conversatioaal style and asked in
nich a way that encouraged the participant's point of view. Probes inchded questions

about what the participant's perceive to be the key factors in their adjustment process,
their level of satisfaction with their own adjustrnent process, their perceptions of their
addt education experiences and the importance of those experiences in their
s
approximately 2 1/2 hours in
adaptation process. The first set of four i n t e ~ e w were
length and audiotaped. Follow-up interviews of approximately 2 houn in length were
conducted with each of the four participants in order to expand on some of the issues

that arose fiom the fkst interview. AI1 the interviews were transcribed and the

participants were invïted to make any changes that they wished to the records. The

process of discussing the revisions with the participants helped to validate the data. 1
lefi my name and telephone number ~ Ü t hthe participants so they could contact me if

they wished.
As the interviews proceeded, new information offen emerged. When this
occurred, the emerging information was checked with other participants. In some
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cases, participants who had been inte~ewedpreviously were contactai for their input
into the new information.
Data Analvsis

The text of the i n t e ~ e wconstitutes the raw data of the study which is coded
by the researcher.

The text was analyzed, and r ~ n a l y z e dmany times to identify

patterns and themes. Taylor & Bogdan (1984) suggested that every theme, concept,
interpretation, and proposition be identified in the initial analysis (p. 136). I classined
the data by colors: fkst 1matched the data with the four research questions, and then
identified key themes. Next 1exploreci the relationship among the themes. In many
cases, the categories overlapped. For example, the emergent theme of clan identity
overlapped with the research question concerning barriers to adaptation.
As noted above. qualitative studies do not purport to render "the truthnor a

complete pichire of reality. This does not mean, however, that there is no criteria for
considering the validity of the study. Eisner (1991) suggested three sources of
evidence to be used in qualitative study: structural corraboration, consensual

validation, and referential adequacy. Structural mfroboration is the means through
which d p l e types of data are related to each other to support or contradict the
ùiterpretation. In this study, the data triangulation consists of in-depth interviews,
fiterature review, and my expenence in personal contacts with Somali refugees.

Triangdating the data sources results in a more holistic view of the research problem
(Morse, 1994). Consensual validation is the agreement among competent others that

the interpretation of the situation are appropriate. A qualitative study is coasidered to
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be referentially adequate to the extent to which a reader is able to Iocate in its subject

matter the qualities the researcher addresses and the interpretations that she makes.

Validity in thissense rests hthe researcher's ability to illuminate the subject matter and
to provide more complex and sensitive understanding of the subject.
The Role of the Researcher

in qualitative inquity, the researcher is the key research instrument (Bogdan &
Biklen, 1982), as weU as the interpreter of meaning. Consequently, the way in which
the reswcfier Mews the world impacts upon their interpretation of the study. An on-

going critical awareness of the inteilectual and emotional process of conducting the

research is necessary in sorting out how the researcher's personal expenences and
beliefs may intetfere with new understandings generated through the research. Kirby
& McKenna (1989) descnbed this reflective process as 'layering' and say,

layering dows you to continudy account for yourseffin the process,
including things me the decisions you make, and the reasons you make
them, any thoughts you might have about doing research, and what
other people tell you about the research when you talk to them (p. 52).

On-going critical reflection was very important in this study where, as a white,
English-speaking Canadian woman of Scottish ongin, 1was interacting with men and
women of a visible minority from a different culture and religion, and for whom
English is not the fint language. Consequently, the time 1spent in informai interaction
with the Somali people and in volunteering to help the community with diierent

matters was important in developing a tmsting relationship. 1was ody moderately
successfbi in attaining this. This was due to several factors. First, many of the Somali
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refùgees have had negative experiences with oppressive governrnents. and are
concerned that their responses rnay in some way have a negative efféct. Some
respondents may have had unrealistic expectations about how their participation might

benefit them or thek communitytY
In partiLcular7they may have believed that, because 1
was Canadian and a graduate student in a university, I had more influence to help them
with their needs than 1have. Another problem was that in some cases the participants

responded in a way that they perceived to be the appropriate response. They did not
want to appear ungrateful for being admitted into Canada As 1became more
knowiedgeable about issues within Somali culture, the participants responses were
more open. An important obstacle in the research (although the obstacle diminished
considerably in the course of the study) was the refugees' concern that Somalis wouid
be seen by Canadians as 'primitive' because they corne from a clan-based society, and

that they rnay be seen as 'immoral'because of the internai violence within Somaüa. For

example, &er an idornial meeting with a small group of Somali men, 1overheard one
say to the others that "weshouldn't be telling foreigners our problems." Findy, the

fact that 1was a western woman played a role in the study. As shown in this study,
gender relations in Somali culture and in Islam are d i r e n t than Canadian values.
Many Somali d e s fel that Canadian women have too much fieedom I sometimes
felt that the men were anaid that the Somali women might be influenced by my values.

Critics of crossniltural research charge that white researchen who study other
culhues project th& own expenences instead of understanding the other society on its

own terms (Reinhan, 1992). 1 attempted to be sensitive to the issues of power
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associated with my position as a white Canadian universisr student, and to the way
that my perspective has been shaped through my inter-action with my own culturee

The aims ofthis research study were to illuminate the adjustrnent process ofSom&
refiagees fiom theu perspecîive, and, in the process, ailow my own perspective to be
aitered. Berry (1975) made four suggestions for researchers in crossnilturai settings.

First, he suggested that the researcher study the ethnic group's cultural goals and
adaptations with an understanding that different groups pursue different goals, posses
difEerent values, and have dîerent noms. Nexî, he wamed against making
assumptions about behavioral universals. Rather than assuming that al1 behavior can
be meaningfully compareci, cross-cultural researchen must acknowledge that only

rarely can cornparisons be made, and then only for behavion that have some feahires

in common. ThirQ the researcher should attempt to use methods which reveal
knowledge about the group's behaviour in a way that is meaningful for the ethnic
group. Fiialiy, Berry underscored the importance of understanding the socioniltural
context of the ethnic group, and wamed that "the greatest problem in testing social
and CULtwal groups in Canada is that our concepts are largely adopted from an

assimilatioaist society where basic assumptions necessarily dEer (1972,p. 153). In
conducting this research, I deveioped a better understanding of the importance of
f d y and religion in a dEerent culture, as weil as insight into the range of diversity
that exists within even a smd ethnic group.

Limitations of the Studv

This research study was limiteci to the extent:

-

that 1could speak only with people who had proficiency in the English

lawage;
a

that it included only those who had attained a higher Ievel of education in
Soda;

-

that 1could draw out perceptions, thoughts, ideas of the idionnants;
the idonnants were willing to tnithtlllly disclose thek perceptions of their

world and their lives; and

-

1could accurately interpret the information the infonnants shared with me.
Summary

The intent of this study was to explore the role of adult education in the
adaptation process of selected Somali refiigees in Wuuripeg. Since 1 wished to study
this question fkom the subjective perspective of the Somali refiigees, a qualitative

approach was adopted. A total of eight interviews were conducted with four
participants, producing 96 pages of transcripts, which constituted the data for this

study. To become more knowledgeable about the community, 1 met i n f o d l y with
twenty members of the Somaii comrnunity. 1dso spoke with a number of professors

and graduate shidents at the University of M ~ t o b and
a the University of Winnipeg
who have studied different groups of refugees. In addition, I spoke with many people
who provide sentices to refùgees and immigrants in Winnipeg. These people are listed

The main research question, the role of adult ducation in the adaptation
process of selezted Somali refbgees in W i ï p e g , was ~pportedby four sub-

questions. However, a number of other themes emerged 6om the research data which

have implications for the research qrlestions. These themes, and the fincüngs to the

research questions, wiii be dixussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 5

FLNDINGS
This &on

provides a briefprofile of the rese!arch participants, a prmble

containing participants' responses about selected aspects of Somali Iife which impact
on the research questions, and participantsf responses to the four research questions.
It is important to note at the begnning of this section that the findings represent the
subjective responses of four individuais, and are not generaIizabIe to all Somali
refigees in Wuuiipeg. This understanding was held by the researcher as well as the

research participants. The single participants who are attending univenity had a
different outfook thm the rnanied participants; men and women had dinerent
perspectives; and the participant fiom the northem regioa of Somalia had dinerent
views than those from southem Somalia Nevertheless, the responses of the four
selected Somali research participants does provide a sense of the challenges Somalis
experience in their adaptation process.

The primary objective of the midy was to explore the role that adult education
plays in the adaptation process ofselected Som& renigees in Wimipeg. Adaptation
was defined as a sense of well-being, and included psycho-social, economic,and

political dimensions. The fidings indicate that the selected Somali refùgees, to
different degrees, saw formal adult education as a tool for attaining weff-being. Non-

formal experiences that led to leaming about Canadian culture appeared to play a
greater educative role in the adaptation process than formal or informal education.

The male participants saw education as a means to achievhg greater economic
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independence and the seIf-esteernassociated with satidactory employment. The
female participants viewed education as a tooi for individual empowennent. n e

fhdings also suggest that the spiritual dimension of weii-being should also be
considend whea studying adaptation.

The four supporthg research questions were:
What do selected Somali renigees in Wùiaipeg identiQ as their adaptation

needs?
What education experiences do selected Somali cefbgees identiq as important

to their adaptation?
What obstacles to education have selected Somali refugees encountered and

how have they dealt with them?

How helpful do selected Somali refugees in Winnipeg feel that their education
experience has been in meeting their adaptation needs?
The research interviews also yielded considerable data which is useful in
gaining insight into Somali culture, and on the adaptation process of Somali retiigees.

The underlying pnnciples of qualitative research encourage flexiblibilityin research
design to respond to emerghg themes which &se fiom the participants. In this light,
the additional themes which evolved from the research because they were identEed by
the participants' ss significant, are viewed as signincant to the study. The additional
themes that evolved from the i n t e ~ e w include:
s
the participants' perceptions of

Somali culture and politics; their educational expenences in Somalia; and marriage,

family and gender relations in Somali cuiture.

Brief Profile of the Participants

As mentioned eafier, dthough al1 four participants were Somali refiigees and
ail had completed their secondary education, their circumstances were dinerent in

a m y respects. As r e e d by the Ethics Review Cornmittee, the names of the
participants have been changed.

Arabetto is mamed, 39 years olâ, with two chüdren under the age of five.
originaliy nom the southern agricdturat region of Somalia He has been in Canada for
three yean. He is currently employed part-time in the s e ~ c industry,
e
and holds an

executive position on the Somali Association ofManitoba Abdi is single, 35 years of
age, and currently attending a local univenity on a &Il-time basis. He supports himself

through student loans and part-time employment. He is originally fiom the northern

region of Somalia and has lived in Canada for 6 years. H e is aiso an active member of
the Somali Association ofManitoba Ebla is 32, married, with two smd fende

childrenIIAisha, age 25, is a single university student supporthg herself with student
loans and part-the employment. Both women were originally fiom Mogidishu and
both arrived in Wuuiipeg in 1993. Although the researcher did not select participants
on the basis of their Somali clan afliiiatioas, in the process of conducting the research I
leamed that each of the four participants came fiom a d i r e n t Somali sub-clan. None
ofthe participants had members of their extended famiIy here in Winnipeg, although
one participant had an aunt in Ottawa. The participants had a variety of forma1
educational experiences in Winnipeg inciuding ESL instruction, adult high school,
women's health classes, and university courses.

Pmmblt to Raponses

How the Participants' Perccivcd Sdected Aspects of Somali Life
In the course of conducting the research study, it became apparent corn the
participants that social and political factors in Somalia play a cntical role in the
adaptation process of Somali refbgees in Winnipeg. As this study was interested in
Ieaming about the subjective realities of the participants, it is necessary to have some

insight into "where they have ben" before addresssing the specific research questions
which are focused on the present and future. Each of the participants contnbuted

signiocant ùWghts into the social, ciilturai and political aspects of Somalia that were
identified in Chapter 1:in particuiar, the role of clan identity, both in Somaiia and in

their self-understandings; theù perceptions of the civil war in Somalia; their
educational experiences in Somalia; and marriage and family lie in Somalia.
Somali Culture and Politics

As discussed, clan-based identity traditionally has been the foundation of

Somali culture, providing a network of support and protection. However, a number of
forces, including urbanization, colonization, industrididon, increased western-based
education, have contnauted to the erosion and distortion ofthe culture, particuiariy in
some regions of Somalia. Views that consider the fighting arnong clans in Somalia as
the results of 'tribdism', f d to see that the situation involves a combination of long-

standing political, geographical, cultural, regionai, and individual confIicts.

The participants expressed strong, though very different, feelings about the
importance of dan identity in Somalia.

Z

People are very sensitive to their identity. Here your sumame might be
Wüliarns and it may have existed for generations, but it is not
personally that significant because it doesn't convey social, politicai,
cultural associations- There is no need for that- There is no need to be
a group to protect your interests. Each clan is pke] a state with its
own govemment. (Abdi)

That example hdps me to undentand the importrnce of dan identity.
Yes, ifs evetything. Wherever you go people do not ask you where
you came fiom, they ask you what clan you beiong to. (Abdi)

I'm wmpletely against it. 1 don? buy it. 1 believe in myselfand in my
family and in my fnends. My aunts, cousins, uncles. 1 don? believe
that the clan thing has played a big role in my Iife and it never will.
(Aisha)

in Somalia, it depends on the regions where people live. Where 1came
fiom it is not very important. We respect people for their &th, for
theù education. Most people in southem Somalia, where 1 am fiom,
are farmers. They are busy doing their work. Once in a while someone
in the south may ask you which tribe you are fiom In other regions,
though, the fkst question people will ask you is what tribe you belong
to. (Arabetto)

Xs it the nomadic areas that are more connected to tribe?
Yes. They have their own rasons for continuhg the tradition They
have problems of people coming fiom other tribes and robbing their
camels. They need clans for protection. (Arabetto)
p y grandparents] believed in clans for good. They lived in the jungle
and they had animals and agriculture and tribes were littie groups that
lived together ta help each other. It wasn't Iike now. It was not to

have power over another group. In the city they did not think much
about clans- (Ebla)
They aiso had different understandings about the factors that have contniuted to the
tragedy in Somalia
1think we have been hurt by foreigners deciding our land. The Somali
govenunent cal1 these artificial boundaries. The boundaries are not

accepted by us. It is denyhg our brothers and sisters. The codict
occumed because Barre did not want ta hiirate Somalians within the
other boundaries. He thought it was too rislq. The other regions had
better arms. He'd sa5 'what ifthey come to Mognlishu? He was too
afhid. Bam became very hard. Then the situation translated into tribal
lines. But there is no codict between the north and south, There are
triid confücts, and there are t r i i in the north and in the south ....
What's happening in Somalia is that there has become a doctrine of
hate. Hate translateci into death and destnictior It is a war of identity
rather than a war of ideology. (AMi)
C u you say more about what you mean?

Yes. Ideology is based on an idea, like nationalism, a way to unite
people. The maal notion of identity is less important than the overall
idedogy. When the country is based on identity, you help only those
who are part of your clan, and you create enemies, so there is no
communication or compromise. (Abdi)
Arabetto had a different view:
People do not believe tribe. They do what they do to protect their own
power. The fighting in Somalia is not about tnies it is a struggle for
power,

-

Aisha refend to the work of Paulo Friere to explain her understanding of the current

situation in Somaiia

The people who were oppressed before are now the tyrants. What
Friere had said was tbat when the oppressed come to power they have
to work with other groups, not oppress them. Ifyou don't do that, you
are ais0 the oppressor. (Aisha)
Ebla descn'bed a desperate situation.
1don't understand why they are fighting and why they kill each other.
Everybody wants to be president. For example, when 1 want to be
president 1 have to have people on my side. But other tribes want to
president too like me. So they fight. 1dont have enough money, so
Ili take the money or food or whatever 1need. It's for power and for
name. (Ebla)

-

Howwer, all agreed that aithough Barre's government's initial efforts towards
natiodsm had been positive, but that the disasterous war with Ethiopia in 1977
turneci back the tide of nationdism.

The Ethiopian war really changeci things. People had loa Iives. The
people changed their ideology fiom one of nationalism, to one of clan.
People blamed Siyyad Barre and his clan, and wanted to kill al1 the
members of bis clan The Hawiye clan came into Mogidishu and said
that they were hierathg the people fiom the Bam's clan. Liberating
from what? To what? Because they ovathrew Bards government,
they felt they had the right to take over. Because they had been
oppressed by Barre's government, they felt they had the nght to
confiscate the properties of other clans in r e t n i o n . The rest of the
wodd doesn't see that. (Abdi)

In the begiming, Siyyad Barre was good. One person on their own
can't do anything. They neci help. So his family helped him, and then
he helped them People got angiy and hstrated. They al1 want to be
president because they want the power that Barre had. Until 1977,
things were ok, there was no big clan fighting. But after the Ethiopia
war everything changed. Mer the war people wanted to kill hirn when he knew that he had others killed. With his own tribe he had
tribe protection ... People in Somalia were not yet ready to fight a war.
At that time w e were not yet strong enough. (Ebla)
Although some participants were eager to talk about the fighting in Somalia and the

role of clan identity, others explained that they felt ashamed of what has happened to
their country.

When my culture is fighting among t r i i 1feel bad. 1feel that those
people are bad people. They have destroyed themselves. Ifthey teach
their chiidren this hatred, it wiil continue. (Ebla)
We have contributed to the destruction of our own people. For
exampie, we have caused famine, by taking people's food away âom
them, we have hurniliated people. How are the children going to view
other clans? It's a very sensitive issue. (Abdi)

Although it is true that Somalis have wntn'buted to the destruction of their people, it
is uofortunate that o d i Somalis,who may have been UiBuenced by clan leaders
but who wae not directly respomiôle for the situation, are burdened with a sense of

shame. The humüiation that some Somali refùgees expenence in i d e n t m g with their
country of ongin is intensifieci by their fear of being judged by Canadians who lack an

understandhg ofthe cornplex -ors

that have contnbuted to the Somali tragedy-

Educational Experiences in Somaiia
As indicated in Table 2, the majonty of Somali refbgees in Winnipeg, and

especialiy the women, received limited education in Somalia The participants in this
study had aii completed secondary school in Somalia Two had attended university in
Romania (both Romania and Somaiia had 'scientific socialisttgovernments and many

Somalis attended Romanian universities.) Two were presentiy attending a Iocai
university. The participants' descriptions oftheir education in Somalia are useful in

understanding how they perceive the role of adult education in Canada.

AU the participants indicated that their school system in Somaiia was far more
disciphed than the school system in Canada.

When you think about your schooling in Somalia, and your
schooling hem, how are they dmrent?

There are big differences. In Somalia, the tacher has al1 the
responsibility. He cornes in, he lectures, and when he is finished he
asks ifyou have a question. Ifyou ask a question, he starts the lecture
over again fiom the begiming. The teachers there are very dictatorial.
The student doesn't participate in the education process. The student is
taught this is the way it is. It's this way or the highway. Here, what
I've found is that education is a two way process. There are options for
students to choose a variety of courses. (Abdi)

-

We had public schools. They were good and not so good. We did
everythhg in Somali language nom grade 1-8. Then nom grade 8-12 1
went to an Arabic school and did everything in Arabic that was taught
by Egyptims. The system was dernanding. You have to take eight
abjects. There wouid probabLy be about 40 audents in each class. It
was very stnictured and discipliied. Ifyou are late, you have to
apalogize to the tacher. Your homework must be done on tirne. Ifit
isn't, they puni& by hitting your hands with a stick if you are late. You
Wear unifonns. In primary school you wear a yeilow shirt and khaki
trousers. In secondary Ievel you Wear white conon shirt, short or long
sleeve, and long khaki pants. The reason why you Wear unifonns is so
there isn't a class dxerence. (Aisha)

If1 understand correctiy, the Somali education system is more
strict and less individualistic than the system in Canada.

Yes. In each system there are advantages and disadvantages. There are
times when individualistic emphasis is best, and there are other times
that it is better to think collectively (Aisha)
Most students study hard because they don't want to get punished.
Other students get hstrated because they have other problems and the
pressure fiom school jua adds to it. Nobody helps them solve their
problerns. We don't have counseliors like they have here. if students
here have a leamhg problem, they get help. In Somalia, no one does
those kinds ofjobs. The mies are very vety strict, too. It was even
more strict in the earlier generation. Now,they probably don't beat the
children. (Arabetto)
Arabetto describeci the role of education in Somalia pnor to Independence:

Before Independence in 1960, most of the people did not encourage
their children to go to school because the schools taught Itaiian, or
English or a foreign language. They thought by sending the children to
school they would change their culture. Somali people are very
concemed about maintaining their Somali culture. No one told Somalis
how education could benefit their childmi. What they learned was that
ifchildren went to school they learned about foreign culture and they
would not leam their own culture and religion. That was me. But it
depends on the person. If 1 get an education and decide to stay m e to
my culture or adopt foreign ways that's my choice. It doesn't depend
on those people who educated me. (Arabetto)

&fore 1972 school attendance was not obligated. It didn't matter if
chitdren went to school or not. M e r 1972 there was a rule that every
chiid bas to go to school. (Arabeîto)
Boys and giris?

Yes, before it was mostly boys because the bands send the children to
school. Maybe they have a lot ofchildren and mother needs help so
they dont send the girls to school. It depends where they grow up.
niey probably would go to school ifthey lived in the city. But most of
the girls didn't go to school in the earlicr generation (Arabetto)
Ebla was educated in an govemment-nin orphanage and had a difficult, and protected,

environment.

When we were inside the orphanage we had a strict Me. We would be
woken up at 6 am. Then we would exercise outside. At 8:00 we
would have breakfast.. At 8:30 we wouId start school- At 12 we woutd
corne back, have lunch, and sleep for one hour. They would wake us
and we wouid go back to school. At 4:00 we had a snack and came
back to school. School finished at 7:00. At 7:00 we had supper in a
big hall where we had to read until 10:OO and then go to bed. Ifyou
disobeyed, you were put in a small room, like a hole, and you had to
stay there by yourself for one or two days with no food.
Did that ever happen to you?
Never, but other things like 1had to lie down on the ground and they
closed my legs and my arms and I had to stay lie that for a long thne
in the suushine.

Since Barre's government discouraged tribal associations (in policy, althougb not in
practice), Ebla, raised in the orphanage, did not idente herself with her clan
When 1came out of school 1was diffierent and 1was afiaid. For
example, my mothen and brothers and sisters had different ideas. We
were a direrent culture.
Apps (1986) stated that, "In our zeal for adult education, we magnify our

uniqueness, and thus we see no connection between what we do as educators of adults
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and what first grade teachers do" (p. 5). increasïngly, adult education is recognizing
that the there is a strong comection between early educatioaai expenences and adult

education (Cross, 1981). The participants' responses in Re~earchquestion 2 will

provide some understanâing of how they expaience the difEerent educational system

in Canada.
Marrïa~e-Familv. and Gender Relations in Somaiia
As noted in Chapter 1, mariage, fmily i i i and gender relations in Somalia is

dinerent than what is allowed by law and practised in Canada. Within Somalia,
arranged d a g e s , polygamy, femaie circumcision, have traditionally been practised.

This section ïncludes the perspectives of the research participants on these issues
because they provide insight into important differences between Somali and Canadian

culture, and on how civil war has impacted Somalis. It is, however, only a partial
picture of social iüe in Som&
The United Nations Report on The Worid's Women: Trends and Statistics
(1995) reports that 80 percent of young women in Somalia today undergo female
circumcision. Domestic violence is not a criminal offense in Somalia- Since the
overthrow of Barre's govemment in 1991, no recognized f o m of govemment has

estabiished law and order. ?nthk turbulent climate, rape is used as a political weapon
(Moceh, 1994, p. 17). The participants in this study provided their perspectives
about traditionai, and changing, makeup of mariage, f d l y Me, and gender relations

in Somalia.

Abdi spoke of some of the negative consequences of M l y structure, and
about domestic abuse,

rve h d that exttnded familia are important for the support
that they p d d c
Maybe in some way they might be, but 1wodd say it's not a good idea
for a maa to have several wives. If things are auly equai in number and
rrsources, it might be o k But when group is larger than the other, they
take over. In my Mer's case, my grandfier had two wives, and the
two wives were also sisters. One sister had many children, and the
other just had one son There was conflia. My father did not have
other brothers with the same mother and same fâther- So this also
contributes to discrimination (Abdi)
I've been told that domestic abuse does not occur very often in
Somali culture because of the protection the women receive from
the extended families.
Oh, it's cornmon. It is weii known. A man will say it's ok to beat bis
wife. They beat theu wives because their wife is a possession.
Sometimes the fimily will try to do something about it. For example, if
my sister teils me she is being beaten, I will m e , and 1will try to do
something about it. Sometimes it leads to killiig and more war. (Abdi)

And they come h e n and it is ilkgal.

Yes, now the women come to Canada and they leave their husbands
because they are protected by the law. There is a high divorce rate in
Somaü comrnunity in Canada The men blame the western dture, not
the abuse. (Abdi)
Aisha's response was more cautious.

ï'm not saying that Somali people have a problem with domestic abuse,
but it's everywhere. But in Somalia there is no law against abuse.
(Aisha)

in Somalia, Ebla had worked with a govemment-sponsored Wornen's Association that
provided counselling seMces to women and couples.

Did the govemment pay you to teach peuple about domestic
abuse?

Yes. The Party paid me. They taught me and told me what 1 should do
and then 1told other women. (Ebla)
Did they teach you to teach othcn about fernale genital
mutilation?

No. But it happens in Our culture. It still happeus. If you say no, they
say you an without religion. But religion has nothing to do with it. It
is not good. It is bad. It's wrmg idea. A lot of problems happen to
ladies. For example, 1had it done to me at the orphanage. They cut.
Any girl there they did that to. (Ebla)

Most giris?

AU girls. (Ebla)
And now?

Still they have. When they corne out they refûse to do it. Inside
Somalia they still do it. (Ebla)

How do you cope with that now?
1can't change it. But my gids will not have that done to them 1can
tell people that this is wrong. 1tell my neighbours fiom Somalia here
and sometimes they say that they must do this for religion. But it is not
for religion. It is bad for health. For exmple, you cannot menstniate
properiy. (Ebla)
Abdi, Arabetto, and Ebla spoke about arranged marnages:

It's interesthg to me that some womcn who bave grown up in a
culture which accepted a m n g d rnam*ages,rqject the idea of
urrnged mamage v e y shody after they arrive in Canada.
WeU, your Mew of the world changes. 1grew up in Somali culture yet
1do not believe in arranged marriages now. My view of the world has
changed. (Abdi)

Using the esample of amnged mamagts, w u the change in your
wodd view a graduai one?

No. Even when 1was back home I did not approve of arrangeci
marriages. You want to know the penon you are going to marry.
Arranging marriages serves a fiindon where your parents select
someone who is acceptable to their clan. (Abdi)

It's about identity, and purity. That is ifyou are marrying good people
you are keeping good blood. It is expected that the female will
produce good children - moaly boys. In my view, that view is of an
ancîent cuiture. In the past, each clan had its own temtory so if I
mamied someone outside of my clan my fmily may be prejudice
against that person They might say, 'what is the character of Abdi's
wife? 1thkk it is an ignorance. (Abdi)
In Somalia people marry outside of their clan - if you are told that they
have to marry within their clan that is garbage! (Arabetto)

Ebla said,
1hate my culture for arranged marriages. (Ebla)

Does that happen now in Somalia?
Just a iittie. With 6ghting it has corne back because many girls have
become pregnant because boys and men are raping girls and women.
Parents are afraid their daughter d l have a baby without father, so
they are arrangins maniages when the girl is young ... In Somalia now
there is no law so there is a lot of rape. Nobody punishes them. Many
women become pregnant because of rape. 1heard that some women
were raped inside the mosque. That's too temble. They are not
respecting anything. 1also heard that they raped a woman who was 8
months pregnant. (Ebla)
Before the war, these crimes did mot happen like they are now?

No. Sometimes. but when it happened they were punished by law.

By iaw or by dan?

What wouid happen if a woman fmm one dan had b e n raped by
a man fmm a dimennt dan?

The elden wouid talk and one clan would say that they are sorry and
h t it would not happen again.

Then they would give them money or
livestock. Sometimes ifthe girl becornes pregnant they obligate the
boy to marry her. (Ebla)

Ebla also spoke about the importance offamily.
F a d y is the moa important thing in Somali culture and 1like it. You
stay together, Here, you separate. (Ebla)
If your daughter wanb to live on her own when she turns 18, how
do you think you will feel about that?
1would feel bad. (Ebla)

You would like her to stay with you until she ïs mamed?
Yes. 1would be happy. (Ebla)

If your daughter wanted ta go to univenity in a different city?
Oh, that's good. 1would know that she is leaniing and she is part of
my family still. Ifshe told me today, 'Mommy, I am 18 years old, and 1
want to move and 1want to have a house ofmy own,' 1would be sad.
1 wodd worry about her because she is alone. Eighteen years old is
too young to make your own decisions. (Ebla)

Yet, in Soindi culture girls often marry at 14 or 15 yean old.
But at that time we know the husband is responsible. The family also
heips. If there are problems, the family helps. (Ebla)

The discussion above is intended to provide some understanding on selected areas of
'where the participants have corne from".It is evident fiom the participants' remarks
that Somali culture is very difFerent fiom Canadian culture. The participants'

comments conceming Somali politics and culîure support Kunz's typology of factors
that precipitate refùgee migration at the same time as they suggest that there a multiple

extemal and subjective forces that motivate migration The responses to the research
questions below wül provide insight into 'where they are now, and where they are
going-' The respoases also raise questions wrrounding the level and kinds of support

provided to refiigees through the perspective of the participants.
Responsa to the Research Questions
1.

What the participants identifid as their adaptation aeeds

This research question was very broad, and, consequently, the responses to this
question were quite general. However, ail the participants stresseci the importance of
understanding Canadian culture.

To understand the Canadian culture, although it is a multicultural
country. I have to observe it and know it to gain some insight into
adaptation. (Abdi)
First you have to understand the culture and sele* what you want.
Understand how the system works and follow the mles and regulations.
(Aisha)

The two participants with famiiy responsibilities were more specific about their
adaptation n d s .

What 1need to ïntegrate into society is to get a job, or go to university.
(Arabe@

The most important thing to learn is English. Then 1cm learn the
d ~ e(Ebla)
.

When asked what they saw as the adaptation n d s ofthe Somali cornmunity, bath
Arabetto and Aisha indicated the importance of leamhg English. Aisha dso spoke of
the lack offbdiiu supports.

Fint of al1 they need to leam Engüsh properly. When they came here
they have a tough t h e to get good English. We have our own
language and our own culture. In order to leam a new culture, you
nrst have to l e m the language* When they take ESL, they dont know
what the words mean because they dont know the culture. Learning
the culture and the language are inter-dependent. (Arabeno)
1cannot speak for others. We are ail different. We have different
expenences and are tiom dierent regions. It is difficult to Say. It is
tough, especially for families with children. There is the languâge
bamer. Many do not have a good education. 1 give them a lot of
credit. It's not easy. They are happy that their children will have a

Canadian education and experience, will be able to compete- Even for
a single penon t is very hard. Being surrounded with unfamiliar
surroundings. Ifyou are in trouble or in an emergency you do not have
your f d y . Vyou do not have a job, or you have a meaningless job
and you get tired and bord and you 1 0 0 s incentive. (Aisha)
Recently, Mount Carmel Clinic (1996) in Winnipeg conducted a shidy which
explored the impact that adaptation has on mental heaith for 1 1 immigrant and refùgee

groups (the Somali cornmunity was not part of this study) in Wmnipeg. It found that
English language continues to be major problem for many newcomen. The

participants in this study reported that learning English was their greatest need, and
was the a r a that presented the greatest difficulty in ternis of adaptation (p. 12).

The

Engiish Language training that newcomen receive provides them with basic survival
skills, which does not allow them to compete effectively in the labour market

-

survival s W s resuit in low paying jobs, where the incorne eamed is barely enough to

meet their basic needs. In addition, many newcomers reported that the lack of EngLsh

The f i e participants, Ebla and Aisha, identifid additional adaptation needs.
They felt that education would give them greater oppomnities, and a stronger sense
of independence as a woman in a patriarchal world.
When Canadian people would phone, 1couldn't talk with thern. Pd c d
my husband. My fnend said, 'why do you cal1 your husband when 1
phone.' 1 said, 'X have to because I can't talk to you because 1 don?
know English' 1had to ask my husband everything. (Ebla)
1think that education is the only power that can empower me,
especially as a woman. (Aisha)

The male participants, Abdi and Arabetto, spoke about the importance of economic
adaptation.
In the fint inteiview you mentioned that you took high school
couses in Winnipeg to refresh your krming For university. Had
you plrnned to attend univenity when you came to Canada?
-

Not redy. When 1first came here 1wanted to get a niii-tirnejob. But
h e fond it d E d t here to get a Ml-tirne job. h e only found parttirne, seasonal work. M e r quite some time 1decided that I would not
have the opportunity to get a permanent &Il-time job that I thought this
couid be the job for me. When 1applied people would say 'what jobs
have you had in the past', 'what schools have you attended', 'what are
you skills and work experience?' 1decided, why not? When university
carne to mind 1thought I should refiesh my knowledge first. I Ieamed
my subjects in Somali language, so aithough the ideas rnay be the same
thing, the language that 1 Iearned the knowledge in was different ...
[When 1first arrivedl the immigration oficer who interviewed me
asked me what I wanted to do in Canada. I said any kind ofjob. 1was
hopefbl for the future. I wasn't thinking to run a Company, but 1was
thinking there would be more opportunity for a full time permanent job.
(Abdi)

This 1dont understand. 1knew when 1came here that I wouldn't get a
profis~ionaljob with my degree. But 1 had thought that I would get
training in my area Rather than paying me to sit for a year while they
sponsor me, why do they not train me to work in my ara? They sent
me to Manitoba because they said it was the best place to train for
agrïcuiture. 1had never heard ofManitoba (Arabetto)

They also spoke of the relationship between satidactory employment and seIf-esteem.
It is hard to get a job. If you have qualifications, it is very hard to get a
job. Ifyou donit have proféssional qualifications, it is easier to get a
job. But you are still happy to get a job that is under your quaMication.
But it & k t s your &esteem. You worked hard to get this degree
and you expect to be treated at a certain level. But you will do any job
because you dont have any choice. (Arabetto)
Abdi had had considerable work experience in Somalia
1worked for an international aid organization, and for foreign firms. 1
had skills but the companies who inte~ewedme here wanted to know
what experience 1 had in Canada In one month 1filled out 300

applications. From those, 1 was contacted by two companies. They
advised me to get Canadian experience, and Canadian education, to
improve my chances of employment ... and 1have western expenence.
1worked for a Geman company, and was administrative assistant for a
Company that was headquartered in Quebec, whüe 1was in Somalia.
Arabetto, who has a degree in agriculture, described his expenence in applying for jobs

in his field,
1applied for soi1 science and production. This is what 1am qualified to
do. But 1would like to do anything in agriculture Fd like to work on
a fium- 1applied at a place in Oakbank. Really, it was nothkg to do
with my qualifications. 1was to load fertiber with a forklift. He said
he would hire me and 1 would start A p d first of last year. Two days
before 1was to start he called me up and said he couldn't hire me
because he had someone else. I don't know exactly why he changed his
mind but I think his assinant had something to do with it. The owner
was the one who had hired me, but the assistant gave me a tour. He
told me everything that 1 would have to do. He asked me one question
which at that t h e didn't have any expenence with. We use a difEerent
system of measurement and at that time 1did not know the metric

-

system 1said, 1 can't answer your question right now untilI know
how many bushels rnake a ton, and then I1I figure it out'. Four days

later the boss calleci and said 1did not have the job. 1think the
assistant was scaced for his position.

You must have been very disappointeci.
Yes. Even when you apply for jobs and diey ask about your references
and experience, 1am not able to give references. My knowledge and
my character is my reference. 1do not have Canadian experience and
they mean Canadian experience. If no one @es you the opportunity to
gain the expenence, how do show them you have expenence?

-

Echoing Neuwirth's (1988) study on the economic adaptation of refùgees,

Somali males in this study who had education and experience in their own culture have
found it d i c u l t to transfer their occupational skills to Canada Unemployment and
underemplopent is part ofa cycle that impacts on social adaptation.

Mer they [Somali refùgees] have iived here for four or five years, they
get very hstrated. When they get fnistrated, sometimes they tum to
other things like aicohol. Their body is not adapted to alcohol. Then
their fàmilies have more problems than before. (Arabetto)

In addition to the inter-dependence of economic, social, and political
adaptation, the spintual dimension is aiso critical in the adaptation process of Somali
refùgees, and, although it was not an identified aspect of this study, many of the
participantsvresponses contain references to Islarnic values. As suggested above, the

use of alcohol is prohibited by the Muslim religion. Both the Muslim faith, and Somali
culture, place a high moral value on good chamter. Arabetto's statement that his

"knowledge and character were his references" suggests more than the fact that he
lacks Canadian employment experience. Many other references to mord character

arose in the interviews:

They mght say, 'what is the character of Abdi's d e ? (Abdi)

They know 1am a straight person and that I'm talking about reality
(Ebla)

Understanding the inter-relatedness of S o d culture and Islamic beliefs are an
important bar in understandhg the adaptation process of Som& refizgees. In

eaditiod Somali society mefore armed conflict) clans and subsidiary clans CO-existed
through shifting political diances. This system, however, was a fiagile one for when
one group gained greater access to power or resources the balance wouid break down

aod confiict emerged. Yet,although the system was delicate, the efforts to achieve
balance among the groups is an important aspect of Somali culture and politics.

AchieWlg balance is also a major theme in Islam. Nanji (1993) explained Islam
through appealing to "the metaphor of the ideai Muslirn environment as a series of

linked spaces, represented by concentric circles, within which Muslim life unfolds" (p.
232). The innemon circle represents the mosque where the earthly world and the

divine world intersect. The next circle represents the worid of knowledge. The next
circle represents the zone of economic and sociai relationships, and the final circle
represents the private world of the family (Nanji, 1993, p. 233). In the Islamic world
these zones are inter-connected allowing for an emphasis on privacy and family at the

same t h e as balancing the private with public participation within the greater
community. Seen in this light, the adaptation process which requires the refugee to

find the right balance of cultures, also has spiritual implications.
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Relatedly, commwity development is also a critical area for the adaptation of
Somali refiigees in Winnipeg. As noted in Chapter 1, several studies have concluded
that maintainhg links with other members of the refùgee group is critical for

s u c c d adaptation (Alexander, 1969; David, 1969; Higgi& 1992; Hutton, 1993).
Developing a new community in a different culture is dficult work. Developing a
new cornmunity that is suffering the effects of war, torture, grief; and political and

social divisiveness is extremely challenging. Yet, although conflicts exist, the notion of
'cornmunit)' is at the h a r t of the Somali identity, and individuais are beginning the

work of building a new Somali community.
Arabetto descnbes the needs of the community:

In the community we have a situation where we don't have Our own
culture and we are not integrating with Canadian culture. We don't
have any place to get together as a community to have Our culture
and soive our problems. Also, we dont have recreation, our own
sports, and dancing. We need to teach the children Somali langwge so
they can keep the Somali culture. We are in-between. (Arabetto)

-

Somali refbgees, bruised by interna1 corifüct within their own culture, adapting to a

new culture, are fàced with the question ofwhat son of community shall we become?
It is noteworthy that the small Somali community in Winnipeg has fonned an
association based on the common need of adaptation, although differences exia

among indiMduals conceming the degree of adaptation desirable. In Toronto, where
the Somali population is much greater, Somali associations have developed dong clan

lines. Currently, 22 Somali associations operate in Toronto (Opoku-Dapaah, 1995).
The participants' responses from the following research questions provide some insight

into some of the stmigths ofthe community, as weii as some of the diflicult issues

What ducation uperiences the participants identified as important to

2.

their adaptation

The participants said that leaming to speak, read, and write English were
important educational experiences in their adaptation process. Each of them also
stressed the importance of non-formal learning.
Abdi's description of his experience with formal education in Canada provides

a sense of the individuai cornmitment involved in learning English and in pursuing an
acadernic education.

-

When I came to Canada 1started immediately to improve my English
language. I took ESL evening classes at Gordon BeU. 1 had an oral
test and a written test to decide where 1should start. In the day time 1
worked, so my Engfish improved slowly. Then I went to the Winnipeg
Adult Education classes in the evening to improve my writing skills for
a year and a haK 1also upgraded my high school because 1had
finished my high school in 1985, and that was some time ago. I wanted
to make sure I was cornfortable before 1enrolled in University. I
wanted my high school knowledge to be fresh before I started
University. (Abdi)

With greater enthusiasm he spoke of how leaming to access the Intemet has enabled
him to have contact with the broader Somali community.

-

1learned [the technology] guickly just like that! 1did not attend any
f o d classes. They [the University] gave me a password, and nothing
else. 1tried it one day and 1 didn't get anywhere because 1 didn't know
what to do. 1shut it offand went home. I came back the next week,
and I sat next to someone. He told me about e-mail, and then 1got e-

mail ...

1comect with Somali groups and we Wnte and discuss different issues,
sometimes controversial. I get some harsh criticisms sornetimes, and
Pve leamed not to let others push me around. (Abdi)

Aisha, a university student, felt that formai education did not help her to adapt.

Education and workshops do not specificaliy help me to adapt. They
broaden my perspectives on diiereat issues, for example, abortion. It
helps w to deùate mon openly. When 1hear other people expressing
thek views, I might alter my views, or 1might hold to rny own views.
You select what you think is suitable for you. (Aisha)
Then how do you learn about Canadian culture?

By individual research. By talking with others. By watching others.
By expenence. By asking questions. (Aisha)
Yet, both female participants, Aisha and Ebla, identifieci that education was important
to them as a gender issue.

Education allows you to make your own choices in life. If you are
uneducated, you have no choice. It is difficdt to be a woman in a
patriarchal world. Education gives you a chance to make choices and
shape your own life. (Aisha)
1thought i f 1 leam English 1could do eveqthhg for my family by
myself, My husband had to go with me for everything 1needed. 1
thought when 1leamed English 1could do everything by myself (Ebla)

When the participants began attending classes in Winnipeg, they were initidy
surprised by the lack of discipline in their classes.
1cm give you an example of how the discipline in Somali schools is
different than here. In Somali schools and University, you must not be
late for class. On my est day of university, 1was unable to find the
classroom and was very upset about missing the class, and afrad of
what the instnictor's response would be. 1gradually reaiized that it
didn't matter ifyou were late, or even if you didn't attend classes at dl.
(Abdi)

Adult education theonsts emphasite the importance of the Iearnen' active participation

in the learnllig process. Generally spealcing, al1 the participants indicated that students

had greater choice in theu educationai process in Canada than in SomaliaHere, what h e found is that education is a two way process. There
are options for students to choose a variety ofcourses. (Abdi)
Here students have more choices than schools in Somalia (Arabetto)
However, the two-way process is not always viable:

Did you esperience a two-way proeas of educadon in your ESL
classes?
No, in my expenence, there was no two-way process there. The
tacher was similar to what I had in high school in Somalia. She
cornes. She does anything she wants. She bnngs a cassette and we
repeat, "Mr. Fietcher....". 1 think it is best when students leam to speak
and communkate with other students. In terms of writing and reading,
ESL is not too successfui. (Abdi)

In my own experience in teaching ESL 1have hrd diffïculty in
encouraging student participation when people have limited
Eaglish.

Yes, it helps if they give you an evaiuation. I th* they should
separate students in dEerent classes where they practice speaking, and
diierent classes where they leam writing. ESL classes here are very
good for speaking. (Abdi)
It was interesting that al1 of the research participants identified volunteer
experiences as important leaniing experiences in their adaptation process. Abdi has
volunteerd to work with Habitat for Humanity and the International Centre. Aisha
volunteers with the Red Cross, and assists Somali newcomen. Ebla does volunteer

work for Planned Parenthood.

1beiieve ifyou give sometbiag, you WUget something in r e m 1do

vohinteer jobs here. I think it is my responsibility to give something to
my comunity. I l e m about the new culture that way too.
Assimilation means learning the system and contributing to that system.
If1 don? undentand something about the culture, 1will find out.
(Aisha)
Grabetto, an executive on the Somali Association of M ~ t o b avolunteers
,
his tirne to

help the Somali co~~llllunity.
1am helping my comrnunity to tell them what is happening in this
country and the way they can live here in peace. This is why they
wanted to come here. They abandoned their country because they had
a problem. Those problems are diEerent than here. People who come
here nom Somaiia al1 have stress nom the civil war. Then they corne
here and they see that things are diierent. 1tell them how they can deal
with this, associate with society, how they can help their wives and
theù children. (Arabetto)
So have your b a t educational uperienccs been in heiping the
community?

Yes.
Not by going to school?

No, I did not go to school for my profession here. 1did that before 1
came here. What 1do here is to help my farnily and my compatnots
from Somaiia. They are e~fra-curricular
because Fm not doing those
things to get job. When 1came here 1would have Iiked to have
someone to help me and 1didn't have that, and 1thought it would be
good to get this education to help those people who came afler me.
(Arabetto)
Rogers' (1992) contribution to understandings of aduit leaming have some

promise for understanding the leaming process involved in cultural adaptation.
Empbasizhg the role of intention in learning, Rogers' proposeed a continuum which
consists of unplanneci leaming, informai leaming, non-formal Iearning, and formai

leamkg. Unplmeci leaming is haphazard and casual. In this case there is no
intention either by the leamer or by the uiforrnation source. to purposenilly leam.

Infornial learahg is that leaming which is purposeci on the part of the provider. (i.e.,
advertisemeats) but there is no intention to leam on the part of the leamer. Further
dong the continuum, learning is more purposeful and is designecl to meet needs as
they mise when fàcing new challenges of coping with mw situations. Rogers (1992)
tenned this kind of intended learning as non-formai leaming. Formal leamhg
programs are situated at the far end of the continuum and is characterized by a clear
intention to engage in learning on the part of both the provider and the learner (Le.
attending classes). Although the categories overlap and intentions are ofien multiple.
Rogers' mode1 is less culhirally bound than other models found in adult education
fiterature (see Cranton, 1994; Knowles, 1980).
RogersF(1993) more recent research on adult learning maps also has potential
for gaining insight into how adults' expenencing cultural adaptation l e m about the
new cuiture. He argues that how an individual learm, and how they respond to new
knowledge, varies according to the personality and the pnor history of the learner.

Reflecting a constructivist paradigm of knowledge, Rogers' stated that "al1 persons
construct patterns or maps of reality; and they locate al1 knowledge somewhere on
these maps in relation to themselves at the centre of those maps and in relation to
other knowledge and events" (p. 16). Some experiences will be @close
to' the learner;

others will be more remote to the ways of thought and value systems of the leamers.
He identifieci five factors that are involved in locating any new material on the map:
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how the new subject matter or experience relates to existing experience;
whether it is perceived to relate to the curent concems of the leamer,
how 'difficult' it is thought to be to leani;

-

whether it is seen to possess intemal consistency issues which have at first
sight problems o f Iogic wdi often be pushed itùrther away; and,
whether it 'rings true', fits in with the general world picture and with other

subjects already on the map (p. 16).

The responses from the participants suggest that they consider non-formal
leaniins to be more useful in their adaptation process than formal education

.

experiences. Learning about the new culture from direct expenence, rather than
formal education, at this the, is more relevant to the needs of the participants. The

challenge for addt educaton who are working with immigrants and refbgees is to
build on the laiowledge gained through non-formai learning, and provide a M e r

range ofexperience not too remote from the leamer's exïsting experience. Based on
the comments of the participants above, it appears that non-fomai leaming is not only

helping the Somaii refugees in their adaptation process, but is doing so in a more

social rnanner than what generally occurs in forma1education. Abdi enjoys using the
Internet for the social contact that he has with other Somalis. Abaretto is learning
about the culture at the same time as he helps Somali newcomers to l e m the culture.
Volunteer activities not only provide a chance to increase their understanding of the
culture, but an oppominity to do so in a way that helps to foster a sense of social well-

being.

3.

What the partocipanbidentified as o b s t i d a in their eduution

The participants mentioned three kinds of barrien that they had encountered in
their education experiences: hancial; cultural; and SOCI*~~.
Abâi and Aisha are supporting themselves to attend univenity on student
loans, and through part-time employment. However, it is difficult to find steady
employment. Abdi worked ody one or two days per week this past summer so the
upcoming academic year will be a stressfiil one. Aisha ais0 has diffrculty in finding
steady part-time employment. Over the summer months she had three dEerent parttime jobs at difrent times. The students were appreciative of student loans.

Money [is a barrier] ... But there are other ways that people without
hances can reach their goals, such as student loans. One must define
what he or she wants. (Abdi)
Cultural obstacles were more significant to the participants than the financial
barriers. Understandably, studying in English required effort.
1spend a lot of tirne studying because of my English. 1 have to read
each chapter 3 to 5 tirnes and repeat it. In Intersession and Surnrner
Session 1have to stay ahead of the tacher in my reading. If 1 get
behind, then 1have to drop the course. (Abdi)

1feel like I'm between two cultures and that is sometimes tough. 1

have to translate between Somali and English, and English and Somali.
(Aisha)

Abdi and Arabetto spoke about bias in testing.
Although 1may understand the material well, when the test is in
multiple choice form 1do not do as well as when the test is an essay. 1
had a bad experience in my first year with a Psychology course where
al the tests were multiple choice ...The thing is that sornetimes in
multiple choice they introduce new vocabulary, and tricky gramrnar, so
it takes me a long tirne to think about each answer. (Abdi)

They say ifyou want to go to univenity. take a loan and support
yourselE But the University won't take you because of your English.
Pve tned They told me to take a T O E n test 1said, 'why you a s h g
me to take a TOEFL test"! 1can do the course, 1know, but 1would
fàil a TOEFL test. The TOEFL test is not for Afncan people. It's fidi
of tricks with gmmar. When it talks about snow and col& 1don't
understand. 1went to Admissions at the University and they wouid not
consider me without a TOEFL test .-.1said TOEFL test is not for
Afiiciins. It is for North Americans. I have r a d the test and what they
test is North Amencan culture. It's a culture test. Every culture is
different. Ifsomeone looks at me in a certain way in Somalia, 1know
what they mean. Here gestures and expressions mean something
different. Everything, especially language, how you build your story,
how you write your story, is based on culture. (Arabetto)
Aisha experiences hstration with the Eurocentnc perspective in her courses.
A lot of our education is based on a European Mew. The worid is not
only European: Asian perspectives, Afncan perspectives, and many
others are not considered. ~ e r e y o ucompletely cut ofFfrom the
world's divenity. Ofken I'm annoyed at my fellow students who have a
very limited view. They can irritate me because they have so much
opportunity and have a narrow view of the world. (Aisha)

The participants aiso said that feelings of loneliness and stress were problems.

My first year was kind of lonely. 1spent moa of my time reading, and
learning. There was the stress of deadlines for assignments. And you
have to face the winter blues. It's cold. No matter how warm you
dress it's always cold. It was really tough but 1 made it- (Aisha)

-

The Somali women ... are al1 feeling lonely and busy with children.
(Ebla)
Ebla, a mother of two srnaIl children, attends classes to improve her English and
upgrade her education. The obstacles she faces are typical of the diffiailties faced by
many refùgee and immigrant women pursuing education.
1come home and 1cannot leam because 1am too busy with house and
with children. 1don't have time to leam. it is difficult with smaii
children. Sometimes 1 do not get sleep and if 1 do not sleep weU and 1

can't leam. And we have problems with our fYnilies and stress.

Sometimes I'm homesïck 1fiel alone and dl the time I'm thinking
about my mother or my brother. If something happened with my
t'amily, 1am so far away. My sister died in Somalia last month and it
was horrible for me. 1couldn't help her or her children and they need
me, 1know. 1ais0 need them, but 1can't do anything. (Ebla)
Adult education researcher Patricia Cross identified three types of obstacles to
adult education: situational, institutional, and dispositionai (Cross, 1981, p. 98). nie
participants in this study provided examples of situational barciers, including the lack
of income, lack of child care, and lack of t h e due to employment or other
responsibilities. They also described institutional barrien such as inconvenient
locations and schedules. In spite of the loneliness they felt, the participants' disposition

to education was quite high, although those participants' with families expenenced
greater obstacles to participating in education, and experienced greater stress, which
impacted on their selfksteem. Based on the participants' emphasis on the cultural

barriers that they expenenced in pursuing adult education, it is recommended that
adult education broaden its understanding of barriers to participation in adult
education to include cultural barriers.

In spite of the difticulties, the participants are actively engaged in aduit
education programs. Ebla took a course at Planned Parenthood on health and
sexuality, and volunteered to offer a workshop on this topic to Somali women with the
support of Planned Parenthood.
I was told that they needed volunteers for Somali wornen. 1 was happy
because 1was the first Somali woman there and 1 could help my
community. After that I would take Somali women to the doctor when
they had to go ... I tried to do some training for my community.

Planned Parenthood helped me. But no one nom my community came.
In my wmmunity we don't talk about sexuality, they think it is wrong
for religious reasons. They have a strong cuiture and religion. 1 can't
tel1 my community about sacuality.

How did you fel when the womtn did not come?
1was disappointed and angry. 1said I'd never help again. When 1 told
thern about the dass they had said they would come, but then they did
not come- Two came. Two teachers fiom Planned Parenthood were
there and they vent a lot of money to start that program but my
community did not understand that it was important. 1cant change
them. For example, 1 tell them that genitai mutilation is not done for
religious reasons - it is Somali culture. When you do something for
culture that is not okay, and you don? have to do it any more - throw it
away, and take something good. Some of hem have changed their
ideas a Iittle bit.

Ebla's account of her experience reveals a sense of her concem for community,
at the same time as it raises some of the issues that confkont the community. The

Somali refugees who arrived in Winnipeg from refugee camps in the 1st two yean
often have less education, and a fear that western culture wil1 interfere with their
Muslim beliefs. In the initiai stages of adaptation, refugees often hold to their

traditional beliefs more strongly than they rnight have in their culture oforigin- Somali
women have cultural and religious values that are different than mainstream Canadian
values in areas of dress, patriarchal dominance, separation of genders, family life, and

persona1 rights. Understandably, they are oAen reluctant to consider different

mainStream Canadian values. Yet, when some of their values are questioned from the
perspective of 'human rights", cultural or religious pmtices such as female
circumcision can be interpreted as an act of violence against women.

The complex question of how rnuch diversity can a multicultural society such
as Canada support was a veiled issue throughout the research. Three of the
participants indicated that they appreciated that Canada was a multicultural country. I
Eiequentiy heard the phrase, "when you come to a new country, you have to take what

is good and throw away parts of your culture you do not need." Yet, Islam, at least as
tradùionally known, cannot be fUy practiced in Canada. Barclay (1978) stated that
the official view of Canadian multiculturalism as a multi-ethnic community with a

common identity, and Islam are incompatible:
I would argue that such a multicultural society is a myth and the
Muslim examples demonstrates this argument. In Canada Muslims are
in no sense fkee to practice their traditional Muslim Iaw. Polygamy and
divorce Muslim style are prohibited. The forces of the establishment
speak loudy and clearly against the doctine of male pnority, of
seniority by virtue of age, of the patriarchal fhly, ofarranged
marriages, and the belief that mariages are contracts between groups
and not individuds (p. 1 10).

ORen Somalis who have adopted some western traditions, and abandoned some
Somali or Muslim traditions, such as wearing the hijab, are held in suspect by other

Somalis.
Sometimes they [other Somali women] think 1 have Iost my culture and
my religion. (Ebla)
Before they [Somalis] come here, people tell them to be carefbl not to
loose their culture. They say those people will try to change you
forever'. When they come here they are already thinking negative.
(Arabetto)

To protect themselves?
Exactly. You have to be very carefirl in helping them otherwise they
wiii think that you have changed and you have become 'one of them'. It

is sometimes very difficult. Canadian constitution says that this is a
muiticultwai country. That means you have the right to my own
cuiture, my own religion. But if1 dont r a d or write English, how do 1
biow these things? It takes time. I knew these things because 1could
r a d English But others do not know. Especially the refugees.

(-w

The matter of whether an individual had eatered Canada as a refugee or as an
immigrant was ofconsiderable signifiaince to the participants in this study. Arabetto
felt that it was necessary to distinguish between 'immigrants' and 'reftgees'. Aisha, felt
that the legal category of 'immigrant' assigned to most of the Somali refugees in

Winnipeg denied the reality of the Somalis' circumstances.
Arabetto:

Most Somalis here have only arrived in the last two yean.
And they a n refugees?

Yes, but most of us are categorized as 'landed immigrants' because we
began the application process nom another country.
By refugee, 1mean people who have to leave their home because
their lives are in danger.
There are five categorks I betieve: political asylum, race, religion, ....

1 do not mean the term negatively in any way. Do you think that 1
think the word 'refugee' is a put down?
No. 1undentand the word from Latin. Fusee means to run away.
You run and don't corne back.
So, for you, then is a greater emphasis on running away?

Yes. On fleeing. You are fleeing your circumstances. (Arabetto)
Aisha:

1 was a refiigee. 1dont like the name 'immigrant' because it lumps al1
immigrants and refiigees together. There are dïfEerent Ends of
immigrants. Someone from Hong Kong with lots of money to
contribute to Canada and who creates employment and trade
opportunities is one kind. 1was aiso categorized as an 'immigrant' but 1
was a refirgee. (Aisha)
Aisha's and Arabetto's concern about categories is significant for how they
perceive their identity. In "Organizing with Immigrant Women: A Critique of

Cornmunity Development in Adult Education," JO-Anne Lee (1993) argued that
categories of "immigrant" [and reftgee] are socially constmcted, and that they impact

on incihidual identity. Although Lee's subject is women, her discussion on Iabeiling is
significant for immigrant and refiigee men and women.
Within Canadian culture, the diverse backgrounds, experiences, and
ideologies of women of different countries of ongin are obscured by
the representation that al1 immigrants face similar problems of
adjuament (p. 25)

and
until she emigrates to Canada, a woman does not see herself, nor do
others see her, as an immigrant It is only upon her amival in the
adopted country that she finds herself represented in this way. Because
the category of "immigrant women" is materidly reinforced through
laws and state administrative poiicy, she begins to represent herself as
"immigrant" in order to sunive (p. 25).
A more Unmediate issue, and perhaps the most significant issue confionting the

Somali community, may be the issue of trust

- primarily trust amongst Somalis, but

aiso trust of the new culture,

Because of the delicate balance of political alliances, and because of the clanbased rivalries of the civil war, Somali refugees have difficulty tnisting each other.

Aisha's response was cautious.

1wouldn't say the community is dMded. There is a tension and when
there is tension people tend to stay away fiom each other- It's a sad
thhg because people of the young generation had nothing to do with

the problems in Somalia (Aisha)
Ebla's response was more explicit-

Do you think that some Somali people have trouble trusting,
because of the war?
Yes. They are not honest. In Somali, they killed and just cared about
their own interests. Why do they kill each other? It is just about
money and power. It's not honest. That is my opinion. 1 can only tell
you for myself. 1 can't speak for other Somalis ... We need help to
trust. We destroyed our own country, and now we are living in another
country. We have to resolve those feelings. We dont want our
cMdren to have the same problems we have. Families here have a lot
of stress. They are staying together but they have a lot of problems and
are not happy, but they feel they have to look liie a happy family.
Most of the women need counselling-recreation,and to corne together
and t a k Women do not go to the Somali Association. Men go
together and talk together* 1tried to set up a Women's Association but
they are too tired to go, and too afraïid to talk about what they are
feding.
Would you like to have a Somali Women's Association?
Yes, but fim 1would like to have individual counselling for the Somali
women. They are dl feeling lonely and busy with children. They need
time to talk with others. We need to change some ideas. We can have
get-togethers sometimes and have some fin. If the women could get
together, we could strengthen the community. But they have many
things to resolve first. I would like it if Canadian women could help us.
Would you look into this? (Ebla)

Jane Moceliin, formerly of the University of Manitoba, has studied the psycho-social
consequences of the Somali crisis on women in Somalia In a personai i n t e ~ e wwith

her (August 22, 1996) she recommended that Somali refùgee women in Winnipeg

establish a support group to help each other to deai with the personal losses they had

expenenced, as well as the challenges they encounter in moving from a clan-based
society to an individualistic one. Women's groups such as the one suggested by Ebla
and Jane Mocellin have historical1y been important feature of adult education, for
example the Women's Institute and the YWCA However, in community
organizations, and perhaps especiaily in immigrant (and reftgee) women's
organizations, the needs ofthe participants are ofien assumeci to be homogeneous.
Although they are a small group, Somali women in Winnipeg are not homogeneous.
They possess difFerent levels of education, diferent levels of language-proficiency,
originate fiom different social classes, hold direrent interpretations of their faith, and,

moa irnportantly, have different perceptions about Somali culture and Canadian
culture. At the same tirne, however, many are experiencing similar difficulties in
adaptation, includhg loneliness, parenting problems, and financial stress.
On the issue of trust in the comrnunity, the two male participants expressed

very dEerent views:

Hou does the issue of trust and mistrust impact on you when you
are adapting to a new culture?
It is very difficult. ïhere are some Somali people here who will tell me
quite fiankly that they do not trust me. They look at me with
suspicion. 1cannot go up to them and say 'trust me, trust me'.
Anything that 1 could do for them 1 would be willing to do, but the
question is again, which clan does he belong to? Although they have
dflerent sub-clans, sorne come liom the sarne region, and 1corne fiom
a dBerent region, so we do not have the same hterests. When a says 'help me' 1have to ask krhy'? (Abdi)

-

So, although you are living in a different country, the Somali
community stiu identifies you with your clan? Is then a common

pund?

Here we have a Somali community, but if 1want to contribute
something, the people will say that I'm nom -(clan) and most are
fiom - (different clan). They do not have a uniting vision. To be
honest with you, the people are good, but they don't trust outsiders.
(Abdi)

Does that mistrust extend to the Caaadian community?
1dont know. 1have never had any problems with the Canadian
community working or com-ngto school but the people I have close
contact with is none. 1don't have many tnends in the Canadian
community- 1don't have any animosity to Canadians, but 1 donrtknow
many. 1view other Somalis with suspicion. (Abdi)

-

-

When you amved six yeao ago, there were v e y few Somaiis in

Winnipeg?

Yes. ActualIy 1didn't meet any until d e r about two yeus. (Abdi)
Coming from such a volatile wodd, how has it shaped your view?
1 do not m a govemment. 1do not think govemment is necessary.
Govenunent is what caused pain and suffiering. (Abdi)

Arabetto felt that memben of Canadian society mistrusted him.

Do you fcd that people in th* culture don't trust you?
Ofcourse. No one trusts you Nobody says they dont tmst yoy but
aiways something is going on that says that they dont trust you ... For
example, 1applied for ajob and I was interviewed and they admired my
qualifications. Later on, they said that 1was over-qualifieci for the job.
They told me 1was overquaiified but 1think that was an excuse to not
hire me. Employers think that ifyou are an immigrant you will work
for them a short time to gain experience, and then leave to go
somewhen eke. They do not believe you are reliable. They are not
discriminating against my skin, but they think that any immigrant,
white, black, whatever, is not reliable. They don't trust you.
(Arabetto)
However, Arabetto had a more optimistic view of the fiiture of the Somali community

in Winnipeg.

When Somalis corne to Canada they see that they don't need protection
so they do not need the idea of tnies.

But doesn't it take quite a while to change ideas that you have
hcld since childhood?
For those who have limited education, it may take more time to
understand that you cm receive protection within the Canadian culture.
They don't need the same protection they needed in Somalia No one is
respecting tribes here. Even in Somalia, before the civil war, no one
was relying on tribe for protection because colonials were protecting
the people. StiU, triialism existed, but it existed for good things.
(Arabetto)

Ifa Somali [in Winnipeg] needs help, will they go first to members
of their tribe?

They would go to anyone who can help them - not just their clan, or
not just Somalis. You won't go to a member of your tnie if they
cannot help you. When 1 first came here 1 did not know anyone fiom
Somali - or any human being in Wùinipeg. 1did not need any Somali to
help me but what 1did need was to see someone fiom Somalia to
discuss with them how to cope with stress. If you have sorneone
speaking your language you feel more codortable and secure than
speaking to a counsellor that speaks Engiish. The first two months 1
was here 1did not see any Somalis. I saw a guy working on the Street actually he saw me and he knew me fiom Rome. He cailed me and 1
said to myselt 'who knows me by name heret? He had been here
almost a year and 1 didn't know he was here. He told me that there was
a Somali Association that was only about two weeks old. Later we had
coffee and talked about establishing the Association.

-

What role do you think clan identity will play in the future?

Very little. As soon as we feel cornfortable in the new culture, we wiil
forget about the disasters in Somalia. (Arabetto)
Although Abdi and Arabetto have conaadictory views about the impact of clan
identity on community development, it is evident that they both care deeply about the
Somali cornrnunity. The degree of dserence in their views may also suggest that

other Somafis have strong feelings about the role oc or future for, clan identity on the

new cornmuniîytYGiven that the refirgees from Somaiia in the Iast six years have
experienced avil war, these feelùgs are understandable. Even without the trauma of
civil war, the transition &om a clan-based society to a Society that emphasizes

individuality, is a chdenging one.
4.

How helpful Somalis' fe1t their ducation had been in their adaptation
process

The research did not produce rnuch data in mponse to this question, probably
because three of the four the participants are still very much in the process of
adaptation, and are not yet able to idenufythe important 'benchmarks' in theu pmcess.

However, a statement from Ebia gives some sense of the rate of progress she has
experienced in meeting her goal of increased independence.
1thought if1 learn English 1could do everything for my farnily by
myself. I h e w some English words. My husband had to go with me
for everything 1needed. 1thought when 1leamed English 1could do
everything by myseif

Hu that bappened?
Yes, [pause] slowly. About two years.
Abdi, the participant who had lived in Winnipeg the longest, had this to Say about his

adaptation process.
You have to be flexible when you come to another culture. No one
achidy guides you. When you come to this culture everything is fast
and quick so you leam to be fist and quick ... You have to find a
steady job as soon as you can afler you arrive ... You have to be openminded. You have to know who you are, why you are here, what you

-

-

left behind and that motivates you. You have peace, and now you
must Iearn the community that ofers that peace.
When the shidy concluded, the two male participants who believed that education

would enable them to find satisfying work had not achieved that goal (although Abdi is
not presently seeking niII-time employment). Arabetto identified his work in

cornrnunity development as the best means of leaming the new cuiture (lïke the old
expression, teachùig is the best way to lem). Aisha felt that forrnal education did not

help her to adapt, and that individual research, and speaking with others informally

was the best source of information for adaptation. As noted above, Ebla felt that

leaming English had helped her to adapt to the culture and achieve a greater level of
personal independence, however, she also acknowledged that she would need to
continue to take English classes for some time yet to become hlly proficient in the
language.

In addition to learning the English language, perhaps the most important aspect
of adult education in the adaptation process of Somali refugees in Winnipeg has been
the incidental leamhg that has occurred through community development. The

establishment of the Manitoba Somali Association (1993) is a notable accomplishment.
Arabeîîo descn'bod the Association's objectives.

What were in the objectives of the Association when it began in
19931

To help the newcomers. You have to understand that when a new
cornrnunity starts somewhere it takes some time ... They had a lot of
problems because they couldnt get money fiom the govemment to
establish And since the community is so small, collecting money from
the people did not provide enough money.

Did the clan differences intedere in the development of the
Association?

No. The first President was £tom the north, and most of the Somali
people in W@peg are tiom the south. He was President for a year.
Then someone else was elected and he was President for a year ... As I
(clan). Pm the only -(clan) member in the
told yoy Pm from
Somali community in Winnipeg, and the Somali people elected me as -@rition in Association). Why did they want me to have this
position? Because they knew 1couid help them. 1think this is a good
example that t n i i s m is not something we believe deeply. If no one
knows you, no one mas you. But as long as people know that you
are honest and you can help them, they prefer you to memben of their
triie. People who need help will come to me before they come to
members of their sub-clan. They know I will try to help them. 1won't
say that people dont believe in tribaiism, but it is a superficial belief
It was only in the last couple of years that we have had enough people
to start to develop the community. In the 1st two years more families
have arriveci. Before it was mostly singles, and many singles moved to
Toronto. Now it is more families who are settling in Winnipeg. They
need a lot of help fkom rnembers of the community. Their kids need to
meet other kids, practice their culture, and l e m the Somali language.
We thought if we could develop the community we could get help for
those people. The former
(position in Association) tried to get
things started but he couldn't do much for the community Now Pm the
-(position in Association). So far I've got the people together to
sbare our ideas. We are meeting twice per month at the International
Centre to anaiyze our needs. We are trying to find out what help we
can get from the govemment to establish Our comrnunity. I've put
together a lot of idormation. We're collecting $300-MO0dollars per
month from the Somali people to rent a place. Each fmily contributes
S 15 per month, and singles are 6 10. Families will benefit more from
the Association than the single. Everybody agreed ...

What ideas bave people expressed?
Mostiy, they do not want to lose their culture. The kids are losing their
laaguage. My kids understand it, but they do not speak it. When I
speak Somali to them, they answer in English. Even though 1
encourage them here is the problem. In they morning they get up,
they talk to the TV, they listen, they play with their mom. Even their
mother mostly speaks English, because they do. Nobody corrects

-

them They aeed an environment where they are obligated to speak
Somali language. If they had a c l w two or three times a week where
they couid ody speak Somali they would keep their language.

Ii it good to taik about the tragedy in Somaiia?
It is very important for the comrnunity to talk about it. When people
corne here, the f h t thing they ask is how do you get help, either from
the govemment or the community. People have to have contact with
their community. Often people don't want to contact the cornmunity
when they fint arrive because they are sick of the fighting. The
cornmunity must help them when they want help. The Association has
a role to idonn the community to let them know the differences
between Somali and Canadian culture. Sometimes people will Say '1
dont want to lose my culture' and they are extremists. They are
hesitant to change. They may need the Association to help them
become aware. Some people are extreme in their culture. (Arabetto)
The Constitution and By-Laws of the Manitoba Somali Association Iists four
community objectives:
1.

To bring together al1 Somalis residing in Manitoba, regardtess of their creed,
political beliefs, sex or age, into a fiamework of mutual cooperation in solving
common problems through concerted effort, and by participating collectively in
social occasions, as well as sharing each other's dreams in good and bad times;

2.

To work together in developing Somali culture, language and traditional values
and pass them over to Somali children, and also acquaint them to other

comrnunities;
3.

To infonn Somali newcomers of the social seMces avaifable in Canada, in
general and particularly in Winnipeg. In addition the Association will provide
every possible assistance in matters directly or indirectly related to their

settlement and integration into Canadian society, i-e. language, employment,

housing, etc.
4.

To encourage ail Somalis to pm*cipatein g e n d physical fitness and sports
aaivities, and engage teams from other communies in various sports in order
to exchange fkiendship and recognition (Manitoba Somali Association, p. 2).

Aithough the Constitution inciudes Somali women, most are unable to participate in
the decision-making aspects of the Association because of child care responsibilities,

and traditional gender roles which timit women's public participation. Ebla spoke of
the fùture of the Somali community in Winnipeg, and suggested ways that members of

Canadian society could help the community.
What do you think the future will be like for the Somali
community?

1don? think the chiidren will keep our culture.
How do you feel about that?

So-so. The children are growing up in Canadian culture and 1 want
them to be happy. They will change.

Ih it good for the community to have their own Association?
Yes, that's helpnil. They wili heu the language. A little is ok. Most of
the communiîy now is not talking about the clan but they are talking
about how we c m keep our language. 1dontwant my children to
leam about clan. That is something that 1don't like.

The objectives ofthe Manitoba Somali Association indicate that the Somali
community is attempting to solve internai problems in the community, at the sarne tirne

as it is providing support to the community. Community adult education efforts that
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avoid iiieral definitions of community as a harrnonious unit, and recognize the diverse
and divisive forces in the comrnunity, may have the potentiai to w i s t Somali refûgees

in dealing with some of their intemal codicts- Kaplan and Schwartz (198 1) define
cornmunity problem solving through community education as "involving people in
iden-g

problerns and needs, searching for altemathe solutions, and implementiag

those solutionsn (p. 22). The Somali community in Wmipeg is involved in such a
process. Unlike Toronto where Somali associations have developed along clan lines,
the smaü Somali population in Wùinipeg has fonned to meet the common needs of

adapating to a new culture. Recognizing that members of the Somali community in

Winnipeg interpnt their Islamic fjiith in diverse ways, the community has rejected the
idea of establishing their community on shared religion In working out these and
other issues, comrnunity problern-solvïng is itseIf an educative process.
Summary

1.

What the Participants Identified as Their Adaptation Needs

Somali culture is very different than Canadian culture, and the participants in
this study identifieci several adaptation needs. L d n g English, and irnproving their
proficiency in Engiïsh, is the most important adaptation need. In addition, leamhg

about the econornic, sociai (especially issuess in family life), and legal dimensions of
Canadian culture was mentioned as an adaptation need. Somali men indicated that

finding M-the satidactory employrnent was necessary for their successfiü
adaptation The female participants felt that education could empower them and

enab!e them to have more choice in their tives. In addition, both men and women
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expressed the need for community development so that they could support each other

in the adaptation process.
2.

What Education Experiences the Participants Identifki as Important to

Thtir Adaptation

AU of the participants said that English classes were important education
expenences in their adaptation process. However, English training for newcomers
provides the student with s u ~ v askills
l ody, and does not develop their language
proficiency to the level where they can be competetive in the Canadian market. Nonf o d learning experiences, such as individual research, self4irected leaming projects
(such as learning about new computer technology), volunteer work, and taking with
others, provided the participants with knowledge that met their imrnediate adaptation
needs better than formai programs.
3.

Wbat the Participants Identled as Obstrdu in their Edication

The participants identified three kinds of barrien that they had eacountered in
their education experiences: financial; cultural; and social. Difficulties with English
language, bias in testing, ethnocentric perspectives were identified by the participants
attendmg university- Loneliness, fmily responsibilities, and child care were also
mentioned as obstacles. The role of women in Somali culture, and in Somali
interpretations of Islamic religion, are also a barrier to Somali women's participation in
education. In addition, tension dong clan-lines exists within the community, and is a

limiting factor in the psyco-social dimension of adaptation.

4.

Hou Hdpful Somdis' Felt Their Education had been in Their Adaptation
PtOce!m

The participants felt that their English language instruction had helped them to
adapt to Canadiaa culture, aithough they felt that their English language proficiency

would have to improve a great deai before they could be cornpetitive in the labour
market. Formai education was seen to be less beneficid than non-formai l e a r ~ g .

The effort to estabtish the Manitoba Somali Association has, itself, been an educative
expenence for Somali refùgees, at the same time as it has assisted members of the
Somali community in the adaptation process.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of adult education in the
adaptation process of selected Somali refùsees in Wuuùpeg, fiom the Somali
participants' point ofview. The four research questions were:
What do selected Somali refùgees in Winnipegidente as their adaptation

needs?

What education experiences do selected Somali refùgees identify as important
to their adaptation?
What obstacles to education have selected Somali refùgees encoumered and
how have they dealt with them?

How helpfbl do selected Somali rehgees in Winnipeg feel that their education
expenence has been in meeting their adaptation needs?

Adaptation Needs

Somali dtun is very different than Canadian culture, and adaptation for
Som& rehgees is a diflticult process. Clan identity and divisions, gender roles and

marriage, parenting, presious education, and religion dl pose challenges for Somalis'
adaptation Theù most immediate needs are language and employment. Most of the

Somaü males speak Engiish quite well, however, they need help to improve their

reading and writing skiils. The women's knowledge of English is far more Iunited than
the men's, and their access to English language classes and participation in Canadian or
English-speaking cornmunit.is much more limited.
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Approximately 20 percent of Somalis in Wmipeg have completed university

or speciahed in a trade in Somalia However, many Somali men are employed, and

those with professionai degrees are underemployed. Unemployment and
underemployrnent have negative consequenca on sesregard, and on f d y life.
Some members of the community remain hopefiil about their professionai funire in

Canada,while others are not optirnistic.
The literature shows that hi& ethnic identity and fieedom to express cultural
practice is associated to better adjustment. Contrarily, feeling restricted or ashamed of
their own ethnicity may be a determinant to adaptation. ï h e Somali people are quite
cornplex in this regard. They are very proud people, which, has enabled them to

survive and resist colonization, and the harsh conditions of nomadic life. Yet, in some
cases, pride prevents change and can be a barrier to adaptation. Their sense of pride is
also ambiguous since some community members also express shame about the role of

Somalis'in the Somali tragedy. Because theywant to put the horror of the Somali war
behind them, many Somali newcomers do not wish to associate with other Somalis in

Winnipeg. Others, however, are attempting to overcome clan divisiveness and build a
Wctioning community organïzation.

The process of adaptation implies many changes as well as constant leamhg
about the new cultural environment. The Somali community lacks knowledge and
understanding of the Canadian legai system. In my expenence with the Somali
comrnunity it became apparent that many Somalis, especially the men, were &aid of

the legal system, which, fiom theû perspective, did not understand Somali values and
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practices, particularly in the area of fmily Iife. There is also a reluctance to seek help
for problems fiom mainstream agencies.

Education for Adaptation

Several educationai prograrns directed to the adaptation of refbgees currently
exist. However, the needs of refbgees are usually viewed as being hornogeneous, and

Little t h e is devoted to leaming about the particuiar world views of Merent ethnocuitural groups. In working with Somali students, it is important to understand that
the issues of clan-identity, and trust, are very close to the centre of their 'conceptual

map'.

The Somali community in

has a variety of educational needs,

dependhg on educational background, and the length of time they have been in
Canada The participants in this study indicated that they benefitted more fiom non-

fonnd learning experiences than formal ones. At the same time, however, they
identified several areas in which they needed education. Educational prograrns that
place a greater emphasis on the students' non-fonnal leamhg of the culture is
recommended for program planning.
a) Engüsh classes, particulady for women, which provide child care while the mother

is in class. The classes would allow the students to have the opportunity to work on

their assignrnents in class. Somali men could benefit fkom English classes devoted to
the development of writing skills. In addition to ESL classes, greater emphasis should

be @en to the -dentsf non-formai learning. Activities such as banking, shopping,
completing forms, obtaining legal assistance, should be included in ESL classes. h
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additiou, workplace language programs that help the employee to communicate in the
workplace, and to feel greater ownership of their work, should be given greater
support. The need for English language pro-

cannot be overemphasized as it is a

basic factor in the adaptation proces.

b) Employment. Currentiy employrnent classes teach refbgees how to develop a

resume and apply for work 1suggest that an expanded view of employment programs
that provide students with an understanding of Canadian economic structure is needed

for Somali refùgees. Because the socialist govenvnent of Somalia provided men with
employment upon completion oftheir education, many Somali newcomers do not
understand a democratic market. While employment workshops teach Somalis that
they must market themselves, some students lack understanding of the econornic

importance of this skill. Although it is critical that refigees obtain the skills necessary

for employment in a dinerent culture, it is aiso important that they learn why the new
skills are important in an inter-active way; this encourages the student to explore what
they feel and tW about the subject matter- Employment programs should provide
refiigees with the opportunity to gain bands-on' work expenence. Mentonng
programs that provide one-on-one workplace instruction would also be beneficial.

c) Famüy Life. Educational programs which address the different cultural values in
famiiy life is needed in the Somali community. Parenthg in Somalia is carried out by
the extended f d y members, as well as the biological parents. Somali families in
W d p e g miss those support structures and feel quite alone in parenting in a culture
that has dierent values. What some Somalis' perceive to be discipline, is, in Canadian
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culture, seen as abuse. Family issues are a signifiant source of stress to the Eunilies,
especiaiiy when there are other variables impùiging upon the fàmily dynamics such as
traumatic past experiences, sepmtion fiom loved ones, and the unfamiliarity with the

host country's language- Programs that explore f i l y tife should also incorporate
knowledge about the Canadian legal qstem, preferably in the Sornaii language.
d) Women's Support Croup. Recognizing that Somali women have divene

interpretations of their reiîgion and culture, a support group for women to discuss
problems in the community, difficulties in adaptation, féars conceming parenting, etc.
wouid help to deviate some of the stress~anâfeelings of isolation that women in the
comrnunity experience. An approach that recognizes that the women's support group
is a community group, and that women's problems are community problems, is
recommended,

e) Preventative Progmms. Somali refugees who have lived in Winnipeg for two or
three yean are well aware of the problems that members of the community face in
cultural adaptation. Stress resulting fiom unemployment and underemployment, the

consequences of unfamiliarïty with the legal system, domestic abuse, different cultural
values conceming marriage and gender relations have surfaced on several occasions.
SeMce providers such as Mount Carmel Chic, the Multiculiural Partner Abuse

Program through the Department of Culture and Heritage, are wiUing to assist the
Somali community to develop preventative prograrns- It is recommended that s e ~ c e
providers work with the Somali community to develop such programs. It is ais0
recommended that mainStream organizations have an awareness and sensitivity about
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issues which have shaped Somali perspectives: such as the importance of family; clanidentiv, and the role ofmistrust. In addition, it is recommended that the Somaii
community undertake initiatives to develop and admlliister preventative programs as a

method of assisting the cornmunity with their adaptation needs; at the same time they
also leam about how the systems in Canada operate. Identifjing needs and objectives,

organuing planning meetings, identifjing resource people, arranghg for service
delivery, conduchg follow-up evaluations, are provide valuable non-formal leamhg
opportunities.
Obstacles to Education

The members of the Somali community in Winnipeg appear to have a positive
disposition toward education. This obsentation is supportai by the ment audy

wnducted by Mount Carmel C h i c (1996) in Winnipeg that found that in spite of the
level of education in their country of ongin, Afncan respondents in their study went
back to school in much higher percentages than any other ethic group inte~ewed
(p.5). However, this finding is not broken down by gender, and, based on my
expenence with the Somali community, it is kely that more men and retuming to
school than are women.

In addition to limited financial resources, family responsibilities, and child care,
Somali participation in adult education is limited by a fear of that they will loose their
d t u r e and religion. Yet, culture is a dynamic force, and both Canadian culture and

Somali culture experiences change. How much change one can respond to at a
particular t h e is inauenced by many variables, including previous education, persona1
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belief systems, and levels of support. For adult educaton involved in adaptation
prograrns for refugees it is important to recognize that the student needs to feel that
they can maintain their identity and persona1values with a relative degree of safety at
the same time as aiternatke views are suggested-

Educational Expcritnces
The participants indicated that English classes taken in Winnipeg had been
helpful in their adaptation process. Howevec, non-forma1 learning experiences such as
the efforts involved in f o d l y establishing the Manitoba Somali Association.,

individual research, and t a h g with others were more helpfiil for adaptation than

formai education prograrns. The participants' expectations of their educational
experiences play an important role. The men in this study anticipated that their
educationai expenences would lead to full-the satisfjing ernployrnent. The wornen
expected that education would empower them to change their limiting social roles.
After lMng in Canada for a couple of y-.

they real'ie that their expectations wiU not

be fulfiled through education alone and that much personal adaptation, as weil as deep

changes in Canadian society, are requind if they are to achieve their aspirations.

Directions for Adult Education Research
The findings fkom this thesis suggest that adult education should broaden its
traditional emphasis on the individual, as viewed from a western perspective, so that it
cm be mon responsive to the needs of ethno-cultural groups. More studies that focus

on specinc ethno-cultural groups need to be conducted, with attention to intragroup
differences and their relation to class and gender. In addition, a diverse range of
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methods is called for. Quantitative studies that reach a p a t e r number of people can
serve as a basis for qualitative inqujr.

This study generates severai questions which are helpful to adult education
researchers exploring ethno-cultural groups. The nlationship between schooling and
early l e d g experiences in a different culture is a usefiil research direction, as are
questions of how dEerent ethno-cultural groups define adult education, and how do
these definitions affect what they choose to leam. Further research about leaming
processes, educational supports, and networks in ethno-cultural communities may
yield valuable Uiformation for progam development.

In addition to broader questions related to adult education, future studies of
the adaptation of Somali refugees in Winnipeg might focus on the three specific areas
where little research currently exists. These are the role of cornmunity development in
education for adaptation; how adaptation affects clan identiw and how adaptation and
education impacts on the traditional views of gender roles.
Conclusion

The findings fiom this study provide adult educaton, service providers, and
govenunent with a better understanding of the culturai, political, social, and religious
factors that influence Somali refugees' adaptation process in Winnipeg. In ternis of
adult educators, the fmdings of this study suggest that it is important for the facilitator
to be knowledgeable about cross-cultural issues in general, and, with respect to Somali
midents, sensitive to issues of clan, culture, and religion. For service providers, the
study suggests specinc areas where service agencies can support Somalis; by providing
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9)

That the Federal governent fiilfil1 its cornmitment to reftgees by providing

the on-going resowces necessary for successnit adaptation (Citkenshîp and
Immigration).
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APPENDIX A

Nancy Buchanan
10-223 Nassau St. N.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3L 2H7
Phone: 453-3895

Date

I am writing to request your assistance in a research project that 1am
conducting as part of my thesis requirements for a Master's Degree in Education. My
research topic is The Adaptation Process of Somali Refùgees in Winnipeg: The Role
of Adult Education. I hope that by inte~ewingSomali people in Winnipeg, 1 can help
to improve educational programs for refbgees in Winnipeg.
In order to learn about the role of adult education in the adaptation process of
Somali refùgees in Wùuiipeg, I would like to i n t e ~ e w
you on two separate occasions.
The i n t e ~ e ware
s intended to be informal and will touch on al1 aspects of adaptation
(for example, language, employment), but some of the questions that 1will ask you
wdi include the circumstances that Ied to your departure from Somalia, your
educationai background, your participation in educational programs in Canada, and
your future educational goals. Each interview will last about one and a halfhours.
They will be audio-taped for later transcription so that I can analyze the data more
completely. The audio-tapes will be erased once the research is completed. AU
information gathered in the course of the interviews will be kept completely
confidentid. The uiformation you disclose.to me will be combined with other
information and presented in a thesis. A pseudonym will be used so your identity wiil
not be revealed in the research. Please note that as the Somali community is very
smaii, 1 am unable to guarantee that you d l remain anonyrnous in the research paper.
You are free to refuse to answer any of the questions you are asked in this researchYou are aiso fke to withdraw tiom the study at any time.
Both intewiews will be transcribed by me. 1 will mail you a copy of the
transcription fiorn each of the two interviews for your review. You are fiee to revise
any of your responses contained in the transcription. Approximately ten days after 1
mail the tranxript to you (and before we meet for the second interview), 1will contact
you by telephone to see ifyou would like to revise any of your answers.
While there may be no direct benefit to you as a study participant, it is my hope
that this research wiii contribute to an understanding to the role of adult education in
the adaptation process of refugees in general, and of the Somali refugees in Winnipeg
in particular. Ifyou wish, 1will be pleased to provide you with a sumrnary report of
my findings and recornrnendations stemrning from the study.
As you rnay wish to know more about my background and interests, 1have
enclosed a bnef statement descnbing my background.

Again, thank you for your help. Please do not hesitate to contact me, at 453
3895, or my Facdty Advisor, Dr. Deo Poonwassie, at 474-8244, if you have any
questions.

Sincerely,

Nancy Buchanan

-

APPENDIX B

CONSENT FORM

agree to participate in tbe study of the role of adult
&
education in the adaptation process of Somali refiigees in Winnipeg.
1have read the covering letter descriiing the research study. 1 undentand that
XI agree to participate in the study my two i n t e ~ e w will
s be audiotaped. 1
undersiand that 1will have an opportunïty to review my i n t e ~ e wtranscripts, and
make alterations to that record ifnecessary. Any infornation provided by me in the
interviews will be kept in strict confidence. A pseudonym will be used to conceal my
identify; however 1understand that anonymity cannot be guaranteed. 1 accept that the
information gathered in the course of this research will be used in a Master's of
Education thesis at the University of Manitoba.
1am fret to refuse to answer any questions I consider too personal or to which
1 object. 1understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary. 1also
understand that 1may withdraw my participationat any time.

Please check the following, as appropriate:
[]

1 wish to receive a summary of the final repon of this study.

[]

1 do not wish to receive a summary of the final repon of this study.

Date

Signature in ink

Date

Researcher

List of Individuils 1Met With in the Course of this Study
John Rogge, formerly of the Disaster Reoearch Unit at the University of

Manitoba who studied the impact of the Somali war within Somalia
Jane Moceiiin, formerly of the Department ofPsychology. University of

Maaitoba, who saidied the psycho-social consequences ofthe Somali war on
Somali women
Ann Lawler, Citizenship and Immigration, W~nrÜpeg

Brian Johnston, Citizenship and Immigration, Ottawa (via telephone)
Margot Morrïsh, Settlement Services, Culture and Heritage, Wuuiipeg

Marilyn Kenny, Director of Settlement Services, Culture and Hentage,
W~peg
Margaret von Lau, Director, Immigrant & Refiisee Community Organization
of Manitoba
Nancy Higgit, Professor, Fmily Studies, University of Manitoba

Rdph MeInicer, ESL Services, Winnipeg School Division No. 1
Debra Braun, and N i of the IntemationaVInterfaith Centre
Ivan Seunarine, Director, Mount Carmel Clinic Cross-Cultural Counselling

Program

Interview A

This n p m t n b a summary and paraphrase o f the interview. Most of the
inte~ew
bu been truiscribed verbatim, bowever, in somc cases the wording
hm been modifiai slightly so that the summary flows mort smoothly. The
intemew questions are in bold type
i f rt

As you how, I'm interviewing you as part of my mearch project for my
M u t e r ' s degm in Adult Education. Pm uploring the role that adult education
plays in the adaptation process of Somali refugees. I'm interested in leaming
what rob education h u had on your socid, psychologid, and economic
adaptation to Canadian culture. T h i s is our fint of two interviews. In the f i r s t
PU mostly be asking about your background and how you came here, and the
second interview will deal more specifiully with your educational experiences.

Could we begin by you telling me a bit about yourself'? Growing up in Somalia,
leaving Somalia, and coming to Canada?
1grew up in an orphanage in Mogidishu. My father and mother separated when I was
a baby. After that my father tned to take care of me but he died. He was in the army.
When he died my mom put me in the college (orphanage).
How many brothen and sisters do you have?
S k Three brothers and three siaers. My mother had a son before she met my father,
and my mother and father had five children, but one died when she was a baby. My

sister and I are twins. Two of my siblings have died and two brothen are alive.
Have you lost memben o f your family in the fighting in Somaiia?
Yes, but not from the fighting. My big brother died in 1991 but not fkom fighting. He
was a doctor and somebody killed h h for money. Some of our own tnie killed him
just for money not for clan. This situation in Somalia now, one party will kill another
party for money or for clan.

-

I t sounds v e y desparate. How do you make sense o f what i s going on?

1don't understand why they are fighting and why they kill each other. Everybody
wants to be president. For example, when 1want to be president 1have to have
people on my side. But other tnbes want to president too like me. So they fight. 1
don't have enough money, so PI1 take the money or food or whatever 1need?

-

Interview B

This represents a ~ m m a r yand paraphrase of the h t e ~ e wMoa
.
of the
inte~ew
has been trm~cniedverbatim, however, in wme cases the wording has been
modified slightly so that the summary flows more smoothiy. The i n t e ~ e w
questions
are inbold typeThe i n t e ~ e wbegan with a description of the purpose of the midy and a
review of the primary research questions.

***

-

Could we bcgin by you tdling me a bit about younelf how you came to be in
Winnipeg, your educational background?

1came to Winnipeg in 1990 via Rome, Italy. This is my sixth year here. Pm originaiiy
nom
,which is a Somali region, unfominately, now it is part of Ethiopia, but it
is not geographicdy part of the Somali Republic. I left
and went to Somalia when
1was 13 where 1continued my schooling there. 1 had some personal problems with
adaptation in Somalia and tled to Italy. When I came to Canada I started irnmediately
to improve my Engiish language. 1took ESL evening classes at Gordon Bell. 1had an
oral test and a written test to decide where 1 should start. In the day tirne 1worked, so
my English improved slowly. Then 1went to the Winnipeg Adult Education classes in
the evening to improve my w * h gskills for a year and a half. 1also upgraded my high
school because 1had finished my high school in 1985, and that was some time ago. I
wanted to make sure 1 was cornfortable before 1enrolled in University. 1 wanted my
high school knowledge to be fiesh before 1started University.

-

Did you have to write a TOEFL test?

No. My high school grades were high so 1did not have to write a TOEFL test. As a
landed immigrant, 1was not considered a foreign student.
Reading takes much longer to leam than spuking, is that right?

Yes. English is a very difficult language to learn. 1think it's the worst language! The
d e s always change. It is very difficult. 1still find the language difficult. In addition
to English courses, I took Physics and Math and English courses at the Winnipeg
Adult Education Centre.
Let's go back and upand on some of the things you have said. You said you are
onginrlly from

.

-was previously part of British Somaliland, a colony of Bntain. In 1955 the
British were not happy with the leaders of

who wanted independence so they

punished us because they felt we were anti-British interests. Our clan was in the
intenor, so we had less contact with the British and with other clans, so they were
hostile toward us. Our leaders were not trusteci. The British félt one way to get us
was to move our boundaq into Ethiopia We did not have a treaty with the BritishThe other triies had more business and trade with the British, and the British buiIt
them some elementary schools and taught in the British educational system. We were
the forces ofnationalisn For yean we had beni advocating the unity of ail Somali
lands (lands where Somalis lived). The largest region geographically occupied by
Somslis. Now that temtory is gone. in 1977 there was a war. The people in my area
were fmdom fighters others might c d them gueriils. 1was not a fighter because 1
was a child, but 1was Sected.

-

How?
1was 12 years old.

M y cousin, who was a business man, had connections with

brothers in the Somali republic. This penon is responsible for sending me to school
and helping me out. The govenunent of Ethiopia became hostile towards him. Then,
they assassinateci him in 1978. We then fied. Al1 the Somalis in Ethiopia fled to
Somalia Then the Ethiopians obtained the help of the Russian army and Eastern
European müitary forces. Then it became a war of Somalis against eastern forces. It
was very complicated.

Did that also become complicated for nügious reasons? My understanding is
that some Muslim countries would want to reject western influences.

-

No, we are Somali first and foremost. It was a Somali cause not reiigious. Our
religion is not institutional. What you say may be tme for the Arabs. In Ethiopia,
most people are Muslim, and they belong to different nationalities, aithough the
governrnent is not Muslim. When 1was there this was not an Islamic issue.

The western world was silent about the Somaii problems. Jimmy Carter's
administration was sympathetic to the Ethiopians rather than the Somali cause. For a
t h e we succeeded in liberating Somali lands fiom Ethiopia, but when the Ethiopians
gave prideges to Russia, and the Russians came to the Ethiopian side, we couidn't
hande the Russians. The Somali anny could not confiont, so they lefi. The Somali
nationalists were then hunted by the Ethiopian goverment. I was one of those
refbgees. 1fled to a place that was south of Mogidishu.

With the divisions between the Somali peopk, were you safe in southern Somali?
Yes, I was in a refugee camp there. In that time, 1977. Somaiia was at its peak of
nationdism. The conflict started when afready military men said 'how can we just

Ieave the land?' They said that Barre was not interested in nationdism. We should
fight for our shores and our land.
Interview C

This represents a summary and paraphrase of the intemiew. Most of the intewiew has
been transcnied verbatim, however, in some cases the wording has been modified
slightiy so that the summary flows more smoothiy. The interview questions are in bold
VPe-

In this intemiew,

***

,

r d like to upand on some o f the things we
discussed in the fint interview, and to ask you some other questions that have
occurrd to me since our fint interview. Did you have any questions after the
first interview?

No, go ahead-

In the fint interview 1asked you about the differences between school systems in
Somalia and ia Canada. You told me that students here have more choices in
their studies. A n there other differences that you could mention?
WeIi, there is more discipline in schools in Somalia Until grade 8 you study what the
government tells you to. In Somalia, ifa teacher asks you a questions you must
m e r . Here, ifyou dont know the answer it's no big deai. In Somaiia if you cannot
answer you are punished.

....

For example, if you didn't know the annver to a mathematical question

They'ii check your work, and cal1 your parents. If it continues they might suspend you
fiom school for M e e n days. In elementary school the children are beaten with a stick
ifthey don'tknow the m e r s .
What kind o f impact does tbat have on the students?
Most students study hard because they don't want to get punished. Other students get
frustrated because they have other problems and the pressure fiom school just adds to
it. Nobody belps them solve their problems. We don't have counsellors like they have
here. If students here have a leaming problem, they get help. In Somalia, no one does
those kinds of jobs. The niles are very very strict, tao. It was even more strict in the
earlier generation. Now, they probably don't beat the children.

In eadier generations, people didn't attend schools as much as they do now.

Yes, before 1972 school attendance was not obligated. It didn't matter ifchildren
went to school or not. M e r 1972 there was a d e that every child has to go to

schoot.
Boys and girls?

Yes, before it was mostly boys because the bands said the children to school. Maybe
they have a lot ofchildren and mother needs help so they don't send the girls to schooi.
It depends where they grow up. They probably would go to schooi if they üved in the
city. But most of the girls didn't go to school in the d e r generation.
What kind of value dots Somali culture place on education?
1dont know what you are looking for.

Do families in Somali strongb encourage their children to go to school in the
hope that better education will improve their children's future?
Before Independence in 1960, most of the people did not encourage their children to
go to school because the schools taught Itaüan, or English or a foreign language.
They thought by sending the chiîcûen to school they would change their culture.
Somali people are very concemed about maintainhg theù Somali cuiture. No one toid
Somalis how education could benefit their cNdren What they learned was that if
children went to xhool they leamed about foreign culture and they would not l e m
their own culture and religion That was m e . But it depends on the person. If1 get an
education and decide to stay true to my culture or adopt foreign ways that's my
choice. It doesn't depend on those people who education me.

But it would have an influence.
Yes, it infhences you.
0

So mther than have their culture threatened parents held their children back
from education until Independence in 1960.
Yes, it took tirne. Elementary and intemediate education did not become cornpulsory
until 1972.

What about adult education?
Majority of students who graduateci from grade 8 in the 1970s would go to get a job.
Mer 1980, when the economic situation went down, they began to realUe they
needed more than grade 8 to get a good job. Then they wanted to go to University-

There is one University d e d the National University of Somalia It is in the south.
There is no University of the Northem ama. It has dBkent departments like the
univers@ of education, University of@culture-
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